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AGRICULTURAL FINANCE CORPORATION STRATEGIC PLAN

VISION

To be the Premier Agricultural Development Bank in Kenya.

MISSION

To provide sustainable financing through participative and collaborative financial and
non-financial interventions, innovations, technology and products.

CORE VALUES

To fulfill its mandate, pursue the Vision and accomplish its Mission, AFC will be guided
by:

i

(i)

Customer Focus - We strive to put the customers’ needs first and ensure we add
value in their lives;

(ii)

Integrity - We are committed to adhering to moral and ethical principles to ensure
efficiency in service delivery;

(iii)

Dedication - We are a responsible organization, committed to ensuring our intended
clients, staff and partners are well served and, that we have a lasting impact on
Kenya’s agricultural sector;

(iv)

Partnerships and Teamwork - We are committed to teamwork within the organization
and partnering with different stakeholders in the market in the delivery of our services;

(v)

Social Responsibility - We are committed to ensuring sustainability that strengthens
our business, our workforce and the communities where we operate.
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FOREWORD

A

griculture is the backbone of Kenya’s economy, contributing twenty four
percent (24%) of the annual Gross Domestic Product (GDP) directly, and
an additional twenty seven percent (27%) indirectly (ASTGS, 2019-2029).
The sector accounts for 65% of Kenya’s exports and plays an important role in
job creation, improving livelihoods and ensuring food and nutritional security.
Agriculture is identified as key in the delivery of the 10% annual economic growth
rate envisaged in the Kenya Vision 2030 and is an integral part of the ‘The Big Four
Agenda’.
The success of the agricultural sector is dependent on the level and sustainability
of funding to all value chain players. This has however not been the case. In the
last five years, annual credit to the sector in Kenya has averaged between 3% - 5% of the total credit by the
banking sector.
The AFC Strategic Plan 2018-2022 describes the Corporation’s Vision, Mission, Core Values, Strategic
Objectives and initiatives that will guide in delivery of its mandate and support implementation of the
National Development Priorities. This strategy takes cognizance of the Constitution of Kenya and is anchored
on Kenya Vision 2030, Third Medium Term Plan (MTP III 2018-2022), the “Big Four” Agenda, the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and Africa’s Agenda 2063.
This Strategic Plan seeks to align the Corporation’s initiatives with the government’s development priorities,
address insufficient lending to agriculture by private sector, and explore solutions for liquidity constraints
faced by the Corporation. In order for AFC to adequately support the Big Four Agenda, and have increasing
and lasting impact on the agriculture sector, the Corporation also proposes to alter its current business model.
I am convinced that given the contribution and importance of agriculture to the national economy,
partnering with AFC and supporting the Corporation in the implementation of this strategy, will ensure that
agriculture sustainably contributes to the achievement of the Big Four Agenda, transformation of livelihoods,
and employment creation.
The AFC Board of Directors and Management are committed to accomplishing the objectives articulated
in this Strategic Plan by aligning key performance matrices to the plan, and ensuring periodic tracking of
progress. The team will take advantage of existing opportunities and explore beneficial partnerships to
support the successful implementation of the outlined initiatives so as to live to the vision of being ‘The
Premier Agricultural Development Bank in Kenya’.

HON FRANKLIN BETT, EBS, EGH
CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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PREFACE

D

evelopment finance to the agricultural sector in Kenya has evolved over
time, with specific focus on the development priorities of the day. In 1933,
the Land and Agricultural Bank (Land Bank) was established to serve the
white settler farmers in Kenya by advancing funds for purchase of land, amongst
other services. At the time of independence in 1963, it became necessary for the
new Government to establish an institution to serve indigenous African farmers
who had hitherto been excluded from lending by the Land Bank.
The Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC) was thus formed as a subsidiary of the
Land Bank to facilitate transfer of land from colonial settlers to native Kenyans. In
1969, Land Bank and AFC were merged, and a fully-fledged Development Finance
Institution was incorporated under the Agricultural Finance Corporation Act (Cap
323 of the laws of Kenya) to support the development of agriculture and agricultural industries by making
loans, and providing managerial and technical assistance to players in agricultural value chains. Since then,
the Corporation’s strategic objectives have continued to reflect the National Development Agenda, with a
new strategic plan being developed every five years.
AFC’s strategic plan (2018-2022) is aligned to the Constitution of Kenya, Government’s Medium Term
Development Priorities including the Vision 2030, The Agricultural Sector Transformation and Growth
Strategy (ASTGS) 2019-2029, The Third Medium Term Plan (MTP III) 2018-2022, The “Big Four” Agenda as well
as The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and The Africa’s Agenda 2063.
The Strategy focuses on six key strategic areas, namely: Enhancement of government collaboration
to realize achievement on the Big Four Agenda; Driving financial inclusion in the agricultural sector; The
development of a wholesale lending model to de-risk and catalyze private sector agricultural financing;
Diversification of funding sources to ensure organizational sustainability and reduce single source funding
dependencies; Optimization of the business model and accordingly enhance operational efficiencies to
realize cost savings and enhance governance & management framework.
In addition, monitoring and evaluation mechanisms have been incorporated to track implementation and
achievement of the intended results. The budgets and cost projections captured are indicative and will be
reviewed annually.
This Strategic Plan was developed through a consultative and participatory process involving stakeholder
roundtable discussions, expert consultations, key informant interviews, focus group discussions and literature
reviews. The draft Strategic Plan was subjected to review by different stakeholders for comments and inputs
which were incorporated into the final version. The final draft was also reviewed by the State Department of
Planning in line with the Government’s guidelines on preparations of Strategic Plans.
I acknowledge the dedication and hard work undertaken by various teams and individuals involved in
the development of this SP. The extensive data gathering and continuous engagements has produced a
comprehensive roadmap that will guide AFC in effectively delivering on its mandate for the next five years.
In particular, I appreciate the expert guidance of the Strategic Plan development consultant, Genesis
Analytics, led by their team leader Mr. Richard Ketley and Project Team members Mrs. Wendy Abt, Mr. Sheezad
Sunderji, Mr. Tom Magara, Wanjiku Kimani and John Kiruthu. In the same breath I would like to recognize the
valuable inputs and financial support from the FSD Kenya team lead by Mr. David Ferrand and his project
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team comprising of Ms. Tamara Cook, Mr. Michael Mbaka and Ms. Nancy Atelo.
I equally take cognizance and appreciate the effort of AFC Board of Directors, Management team and
staff for their valuable input and expertise into the formulation and implementation of this Strategic Plan
document. Special mention goes to Mrs Rose Ochanda- Corporation Secretary and Head of Legal Services,
Mrs. Millicent Omukaga- Head of Operations, Mr. Tom Akeno- General Manager Finance, Mr. K. W. C. TallamGeneral Manager Human Resources and Administration, Mr. Jackson Echoka- Head of Risk, Mr. Daniel O. OliloHead of ICT, Ms Anastacia Wachira- Head of Loan Recoveries, Mrs Betty Suge- Head of Internal Audit, Mrs
Margaret Muiruri-Head of Procurement and Ms Pauline Kathambana- Manager Corporate Communications.
I also recognize in a profound way the effort and dedication of the Strategic Plan Coordination team led by
Mr. Bonano Badia and Mr. John N. Mungai and their team members who included Mr Lone Felix, Mr Dennis
Mulongo, Ms Sarah Wachekeh, Ms Daisy Tum, Mr Eurry Mabonga, Ms Elizabeth Mwenda, Mr. Savio Sunkuli, Ms
Winnie Too, Ms Leah Wandera, Ms Elizabeth Akinyi, Mr Boaz Korir, Mr Kevin Dome, Ms Eunice Mukami and Ms
Catherine Ndivo for their dedication in the formulation and drafting of this document.
Finally, I express my confidence and desire that in implementing this Strategic Plan, the aspirations of the
Corporation and the expectations of all stakeholders will be met.

LUCAS MESO, MBS.
MANAGING DIRECTOR
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Programme: A grouping of similar projects and/or services performed by an entity to achieve a specific
objective.
Project: A project is a set of coordinated activities implemented to meet specific objectives within defined
time, cost and performance parameters. Projects aimed at achieving a common goal form a programme.
Strategic Planning: It is the process of defining an organization’s strategy or direction, and making decisions
on allocating its resources to pursue this strategy; the process involves setting goals, determining actions to
achieve the goals, and mobilizing resources to execute the actions.
Strategic Plan: This is a document that summarizes and communicates aspirations of an organization, its
goals, the actions and resources and how the progress will be tracked, and all of the other critical elements.
It is the product of the strategic planning exercise.
Strategic Objectives: These are what the organization commits itself to accomplish in the long term; they
establish performance levels to be achieved on priority issues and measures of success in fulfilling critical
mission statement elements.
SWOT Analysis: It is used for understanding the strengths and weaknesses (internal factors) of the
organization and for identifying both the opportunities open to the organization and the threats it faces
(external factors).
Target: This refers to planned level of an indicator achievement.
Indicator: This is a sign of progress/change that results from a project. It measures a change in a situation
or condition and confirms progress towards achievement of a specific result. It is used to measure a project
impact, outcomes, outputs and inputs that are monitored during project implementation to assess progress.
Outcome Indicator: This is a specific, observable, and measurable characteristic or change that will represent
achievement of the outcome. Outcome indicators include quantitative and qualitative measures. Examples:
Enrolment rates, transition rates, mortality rates etc.
Outcome: Measures the intermediate results generated relative to the objective of the intervention. It
describes the actual change in conditions/situation as a result of an intervention output(s) such as changed
practices as a result of a programme or project.
Output: Immediate result from conducting an activity i.e. goods and services produced.
Performance Indicator: A measurement that evaluates the success of an organization or of a particular
activity (such as projects, programmes, products and other initiatives) in which it engages.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
The Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC) was established in 1963, and in 1969, it was incorporated as a government
owned Development Finance Institution (DFI), under the Agricultural Finance Corporation Act, Cap 323. Its mandate
is to assist in the development of agriculture and agricultural industries by making loans to farmers, co-operative
societies, incorporated group representatives, private companies, public bodies, local authorities and other persons
engaging in agriculture or agricultural industries. The Corporation operates under the Ministry of Finance (MOF)
and works in close consultation with the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries (MOALF).
The Strategic Plan 2018-2022 recognizes that the political, economic, financial and agricultural landscape of
Kenya has changed significantly. Some of the notable shifts include:
Evolving Government Priorities – The government has prioritized the Agricultural Sector in the “Big Four
Agenda” and the Agricultural Sector Tranformation and Growth Strategy (ASTGS) 2019-2029 that will require
considerable support from public institutions. Furthermore, the Government is seeking to drive the economic
and financial inclusion of the women, youth and marginalized groups.
Insufficient lending to the agricultural sector by the private sector – With credit to agriculture ranging
from 3% to 5% of the total credit extended by the banking sector, there is an urgent need to increase the level
of lending if the sector is to make the contribution envisaged in the Government’s medium term plan.
Funding and liquidity constraints - Over the next four years, the Corporation has successfully prospected
for KES 11.5 billion in additional funding. The new strategy articulates a plan to increase funding to KES 21.5
billion over the next four years so that the Corporation can play a more significant role in the market.
The AFC’s 2018-2022 Strategic Plan is the outcome of four inputs. The first was a review of the changing
Government policy priorities (Medium Term Plan III, the Kenya Vision 2030, and the Budget Policy Statement 2018).
The second was a review of the progress made against the previous Strategic Plan 2013-2017. The third was an
indepth review of existing operational and strategy documents. The fourth input was a review of the current state
of international best practice in agricultural financing and development to identify lessons for the Corporation’s
approach to catalyzing credit and developing Kenya’s agriculture markets. The findings of the desktop review were
then used as a tool to inform a series of consultative meetings with the AFC management team and the Board
members as well as round table discussions with key stakeholders, partners of the Corporation and players in the
Agricultural Sector of Kenya.
As part of the achievement of the Vision 2030, Third Medium Term Plan (MTP III) and the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), the Government of Kenya has developed the “Big Four Agenda” under which the agriculture pillar aims
to ensure food and nutritional security through initiatives that guarantee food security and nutrition to all Kenyans
by 2022 through:
Increasing food production particularly of staples
Adding value to staples and other food products by expanding storage and processing
Reducing food prices to ensure affordability
It is clear that without a substantial increase in Government support to AFC, it can only play a very limited role in
supporting these initiatives. The key focus of this strategy document is to determine the resources to be deployed
within the existing balance sheet and to motivate additional funding to allow AFC fulfill its statutory mandate.
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SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
There are over 20 other Government agencies involved in the agricultural sector that will be seeking to support
the government’s Big Four Agenda. Collaborations and partnerships across some areas will therefore be required.
Lending to the agricultural sector remains constrained particularly for non-traditional and loose value chains
due to a number of market failures and barriers. AFC is well placed to intervene and increase lending and de-risk
the sector by:
Reducing the risk of lending to value chains that face prolonged periods of funding unavailability by sharing
the risk with FSPs
Assisting in the development of the technical capacity of FSPs to enable better assess the risk of nontraditional and loose value chains
Providing funding that extends the term finance that banks provide
Supporting specialist firms such as FinTechs and donor funded startups funding new value chains
Supporting well-managed SACCOs and MFIs to widen their reach
Providing reinsurance services for insurance firms covering catastrophic or stop-loss premiums
Providing debt funding to FinTechs with proven business models
Partnering with donors to raise capital and help they extend their reach
The challenge is how to align these areas of intervention with the balance sheet and risk appetite of AFC.
Accordingly, a SWOT analysis was carried out and presented in Table 1
Table 1: SWOT Analysis
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

NEW BUSINESS MODEL
xi
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In order for AFC to adequately support the “Big Four Agenda”, and have increasing and lasting impact on the
agriculture sector, the Corporation needs to alter its current business model. AFC’s new business model will
increasingly focus on de-risking the sector for other FSPs and providing them with debt financing to support
proven and promising business models, while also maintaining some direct lending to end consumers. This will
further involve a re-pricing of its lending to be better aligned to market rates, though still at a discount to other
private sector players in order to improve the organization’s financial sustainability. In line with this change in
primary focus, AFC will rationalize its staff complement and branch network in order to improve operational
sustainability.
Furthermore, the Corporation will need to extend its sources of funding to include increased government
support, the ability to issue bonds, secure donor funding and other government credit lines. Figure I below
summarizes the new business model.
Figure 1: New Business Model
POTENTIAL PRODUCT
OFFERING

SOURCES FUNDING

National Treasury

Bond Issuance

NB: More
complex
products will
be rolled out
gradually

Banks
INDIRECT
1. Short and long-term
financing to other
financial service
providers
2. Credit guarantees
3. Subordinated debt/
concessional loans
4. Agric stop loss/
reinsurance

Donors

Other Governments
credit lines

CLIENTS SERVED

DIRECT
1. Input, land, machinery
& term/project
financing based on
alternative collateral
2. Warehouse receipt
financing

(Commercial
and MFIs)

Overall reach

Ag-FinTechs
Agro businesses
SACCOs &
C0-operatives

Large Agro
Processors

Farmers,
particularly
youth and
women

Insurance
Providers

Direct large-scale
Farmers

Agroprocessors

Source: AFC | Genesis Analytics team analysis, 2018
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION FOR 2018-2022
Vision
To be the Premier Agricultural Development Bank in Kenya.
Mission
To provide sustainable financing through participative and collaborative financial and non-financial interventions,
innovations, technology and products.
Core Values
To fulfill its mandate, pursue the Vision and accomplish its Mission, AFC will be guided by its core values of:
Customer Focus
Integrity
Dedication
Partnerships and Teamwork
Social Responsibility
Strategic Objectives
The strategic objectives were informed by internal and external stakeholder consultations, reviewing government
of Kenya development goals, an in-depth review of existing operations and review of current international best
practice in agricultural financing. The six strategic objectives that have been identified by AFC for the next strategic
period. These objectives and associated activities are articulated in the table below;
Table
2: Summary
of AFC’s
newbeen
strategic
objectives,
six strategic
objectives
have
identified
for theinitiatives
AFC overand
the activities
next strategic period. These
objectives and associated activities are articulated in the Table below
Table 2: Summary of AFC’s new
strategic
objectives, initiatives
and activities:
IMPLEMENTING
THE
STRATEGIC
PLAN

Strategic initiatives

Activities

Year of
launch

Strategic Objective 1: Enhance Government Collaboration to achieve “Big Four Agenda”
Increase data sharing across government credit organizations
Jointly setup farmers database in collaboration with Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock
and Fisheries
Partner with research agencies and credit organizations to develop tailored products
per value chain
Explore possibilities to synchronize overlaps with other similar Government agencies
Increase large scale food production; Develop farmer subsidy loan product jointly
with related Government agencies
Increase agricultural productivity and profitability; Create warehouse receipt product
Establish Big Four
& credit guarantee product
Agenda product lines
Develop start-up debt financing product for newly established SMEs
Reduce cost of food; Source for potential PPP investors and jointly finance medium
to large Agriculture infrastructure e.g. cold storage, silos, feed-systems etc.
Strategic Objective 2: Drive financial inclusion in agriculture sector
Continue to develop a lending window/products targeting the marginalized
Develop lending
segments
products for
Seek partnerships for capacity building to entrench inclusion in AFC
marginalized sectors in
programs/Projects
agribusiness (Youth,
Develop partnerships to mobilize funds for lending/catalysing lending to the
Women, People in ASALs excluded segment
and Islamic Finance)
Measure
Improving Agriculture, Improving
Livesthe Impact of financial Inclusion initiatives
Partner with all credit
providing government
institutions e.g.
commodity funds etc.

xiii

2019
2019
2019
2021
2019
2022+
2020
2020

2019
2019
2019
2020

Strategic Objective 3: Develop a wholesale lending model to de-risk and catalyze private sector agriculture financing

Level of
Complexity

Increase data sharing across government credit organizations
2019
Jointly setup farmers database in collaboration with Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock
2019
and Fisheries
Partner with research agencies and credit organizations to develop tailored products
per value chain
AGRICULTURAL
FINANCE CORPORATION STRATEGIC PLAN2019
Explore possibilities to synchronize overlaps with other similar Government agencies 2021
six strategic objectives
have
identified
forDevelop
the AFC
over
theloan
next
strategic
Increase
largebeen
scale food
production;
farmer
subsidy
product
jointly period. These
2019
with
related
Government
agencies
objectives and associated activities are articulated in the Table below
Increase agricultural productivity and profitability; Create warehouse receipt product
2022+
Establish Big Four
& credit guarantee product
Table
2: Summary
of AFC’s
new
strategic
objectives,
initiatives
and
activities:
Table
2:product
Summary
new
strategic
objectives,
initiatives
and
activities
(Continued)
Agenda
lines of AFC’s
Develop start-up debt financing product for newly established SMEs
2020
Reduce cost of food; Source for potential PPP investors and jointly finance medium
Year
Level of
2020of
Strategic initiatives
Activities
to large Agriculture infrastructure e.g. cold storage, silos, feed-systems etc.
launch
Complexity
Strategic Objective 2: Drive financial inclusion in agriculture sector
Strategic Objective 1: Enhance Government Collaboration to achieve “Big Four Agenda”
Continue to develop a lending window/products targeting the marginalized
2019
Increase
2019
Develop lending
segmentsdata sharing across government credit organizations
Jointly
setup
farmers
database
in
collaboration
with
Ministry
of
Agriculture,
Livestock
products
for
Partner with all credit
Seek partnerships for capacity building to entrench inclusion in AFC
2019
2019
and Fisheries
marginalized
sectors in
providing government
programs/Projects
agribusiness
(Youth,
Partner
with
research
agencies
and
credit
organizations
to
develop
tailored
products
institutions e.g.
Develop partnerships to mobilize funds for lending/catalysing lending to the
2019
2019
Women,
People
inetc.
ASALs per
value segment
chain
commodity
funds
excluded
and Islamic Finance)
Explore
overlaps
with other similar Government agencies 2021
2020
Measurepossibilities
the Impact to
of synchronize
financial Inclusion
initiatives
Increase large scale food production; Develop farmer subsidy loan product jointly
Strategic Objective 3: Develop a wholesale lending model to de-risk and catalyze private sector agriculture financing
2019
with related Government agencies
Develop
guarantee
products
Increase credit
agricultural
productivity
and profitability; Create warehouse receipt product 2020
2022+
Establishwholesale
Big Four
Develop
& credit guarantee
product
Develop
asset backed
products that aggregate agriculture loans from the private
2022
Agenda product
products
tailoredlines
to the
sector.
Develop start-up debt financing product for newly established SMEs
2020
private sector and target
Develop
Bancassurance
&
Reinsurance
products
and
partner
with
insurers
2021
Reduce
cost
of
food;
Source
for
potential
PPP
investors
and
jointly
finance
medium
segments
2020
to large partnerships
Agriculture infrastructure
cold storage,
silos, feed-systems etc.
Explore
to build credite.g.
guarantee
capability
2019
Strategic Objective 2: Drive financial
inclusion
in
agriculture
sector
Develop a dedicated partnership desk and appoint a partnership manager
2019
Continue to develop a lending window/products targeting the marginalized
2019
Establish project finance desk in partnership with a bank
2020
Develop
lending
segments
Formulate partnerships
products
for
Deploy
wholesale products
to SACCOs,
MFIs,
banks,inclusion
insurance
large
Seek partnerships
for capacity
building to
entrench
incompanies,
AFC
with the private
sector
2019
2019
marginalized sectors in
agro-processors
and agro-dealers and Ag-FinTechs
programs/Projects
agribusiness (Youth,
Measure
impact
of
wholesale
lending
model
2020
Develop partnerships to mobilize funds for lending/catalysing lending to the
2019
Women, People in ASALs excluded segment
Strategic Objective 4: Diversify funding sources to ensure organization sustainability and reduce single source funding
and Islamic Finance)
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The new 2018-2022 Strategic Plan warrants a restructuring of AFC’s organizational structure. This is in order to
reflect the new key business areas and reorganize support roles following the reduction in direct lending. Figure 2
below highlights the key departments required to deliver on this. The implementation of the new organizational
structure will be staggered in line with the achievement of key milestones in the Strategic Plan.
With the new strategic plan in place, AFC will pick up on efforts to rebrand the organization in line with the new
business model and strategic direction.
Next, a new brand strategy will need to be developed, incorporating the key findings with the visual elements
that will communicate the brand to the public. This will include, but not be limited to the organization’s name
change, logo, tagline, colours, stationery and marketing promotional materials. Once developed, an organized
launch that factors in the introduction of new business lines will need to be coordinated to both external and
internal customers.

Figure 2: Organizational Structure
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The
implementation
of the Strategic
2018-2022
Strategic
Plan
faces
number
that
Implementation
of the 2018-2022
Plan faces
a number
of risks
thatamay
impedeof
its risks
success.
The stand to
identified
listed in Table
3: that can be identified are listed below:
impederisks
itsare
success.
Risks
Table3:3:
Implementation
Table
Implementation
Risksrisks
Risk

Suggested mitigation

Failure to secure additional funding beyond
the annual Government grants: This would
curtail the AFC’s ability to launch majority of the
new wholesale products.

AFC will need to be clear and consistent on its
value proposition particularly The National
Treasury. This will require the emphasis on
supporting the Big Four Agenda, supporting the
broader agricultural credit industry to grow,
while focusing direct lending towards the
unserved and underserved segments (i.e.
women and youth)

LLikelihood

Impact

Medium

High

There is further need to drive costs cutting
measures and increase efficiency within the
organization. This will ensure efficient use of
resources AFC has access to and affirm AFC’s
commitment to have significant and lasting
impact in agriculture. This will raise funding
partners’ willingness to support the new
Strategic Plan.
Failure to get political buy in: Banks are widely
perceived as being focused solely on their own
enrichment, with little or no concern for the
average Kenyan. It is therefore expected that
there might be significant push back on any
initiative that seeks to rival them in any way. The
corporation therefore runs the risk of getting its
new Strategic Plan not fully endorsed.

There is a need to provide clear value
proposition that the Strategic Plan seeks to
support all FSPs lending to agriculture. It will
require consistent description of the type of
impact the FSPs have had to date (number of
farmers reached and loan amounts disbursed),
and the numerous market failures they face
preventing further growth. AFC’s new
transformational role should be clearly
emphasized around supporting the industry to
grow further.

Medium

High

Failure to adopt the new business model: In
addition to the other risks listed, the new
business model requires AFC to make difficult
and drastic changes that affect both internal
staff and traditional customers. AFC runs the risk
of not fully taking up all the recommendations of
the new Strategic Plan, and continuing its
existing operations. There is a risk of
perpetuating limited impact in the market,
continued high default rates to their direct
lending and the continued financial decline of
Improving Agriculture, Improving Lives
the organization.

AFC management and board will need full buy
in into the Strategic Plan and support the
business model changes required. They will
further need to maximize on the Big Four
Agenda to ensure further Government support
is availed as and when possible. The Strategic
Plan will need to be consistently communicated
across the organization to ensure effective
change management in the organization

Low

High
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Table 3: Implementation Risks (Continued)
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Suggested mitigation
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to the
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new drastic
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perpetuating limited impact in the market,
continued high default rates to their direct
lending and the continued financial decline of
the organization.

AFC management
board
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Medium
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government
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Difficulty in establishing the required
government partnerships: This can result from
failed past partnerships or other agencies desire
to protect their mandate from diversion. This will
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Risk
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realizing
Failure
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AFC will further need to convince prospective
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 OVERVIEW
This chapter presents a brief overview of the Corporation by describing its history, mandate, development
challenges and its role in relation to the government’s development priorities.
1.2 BACKGROUND OF THE AGRICULTURAL FINANCE CORPORATION
In 1933, the Government created the Land and Agricultural bank (Land Bank) to offer affordable credit to the
agricultural sector by making banks transactions exempt from registration fees and stamp duty. The sources
of funds for the Bank included grants from local and national government, loans from local and overseas
sources and overdrafts from private banks.
In the 1950’s, the colonial Government began to face pressure from African farmers who felt discriminated.
The Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC) was therefore established as a subsidiary of the Lands and
Agricultural Bank in 1963 to cater for African farmers. The Corporation made loans for acquisition of
agricultural capital and seasonal credit for working capital. In addition to these efforts, the government
facilitated the development of the cooperative movement that mobilized savings and encouraged collective
action.
AFC was reconstituted in 1969 under the Agricultural Finance Corporation Act (Cap 323) with a new mandate
of assisting in the development of agriculture and agricultural industries by making loans to farmers, cooperative societies, incorporated group representatives, private companies, public bodies, local authorities
and other persons engaging in agriculture or agricultural industries. AFC was financed by government loans,
grants and loans from international donors.
1.3 MANDATE OF AFC
AFC is a wholly owned government Development Finance Institution (DFI) incorporated under the
Agricultural Finance Corporation Act (Cap 323) of the Laws of Kenya. The Corporation’s mandate is to support
the development of agriculture and agricultural industries by making loans, and providing managerial
and technical assistance to farmers, co-operative societies, incorporated group representatives, private
companies, public bodies, local authorities and other persons engaging in agriculture or agricultural
industries.
The Corporation is under the supervision of The National Treasury and works in close consultation with
the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries. The Board is appointed by the Cabinet Secretary- The
National Treasury based on merit, professional and technical background. The Board comprises of nine (9)
members, two (2) of whom are ex-officio and the Managing Director (MD) is the secretary to the Board.
AFC has its headquarters in Nairobi and operates six Regional offices and 44 branches across the country.
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Figure 3: AFC Branch Network
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1.4 DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES
Agriculture plays a vital role in the development of the world economy through; product contribution, factor
contribution, market contribution, foreign exchange contribution, poverty alleviation and employment creation.
In developing countries, the role of agriculture is crucial since it provides a source of livelihood to majority of
the countries’ population. In Africa, for example, close to 70% of the population is involved in agriculture as
smallholder farmers. As such, agriculture remains Africa’s surest way for growing inclusive economies and creating
decent jobs, mainly for the youth.
Despite this vital role played by agriculture, the sector still faces various difficulties. One of the key challenges
is access to finance by different actors at various levels of the agricultural value-chains. This traverses both the
supply and demand side. Access to bank credit by farmers in Kenya is still a major challenge despite the relatively
well-developed banking system. This is due to various factors including risks associated with agribusiness,
complicated land laws and tenure systems, cost of bank credit coupled with limited number of banks in rural
areas among others . As a result, annual credit to agriculture in Kenya had averaged between 3%-5% of the total
credit extended by the banking sector.
To address this, it is recommended that essential rural financial systems be developed through lubricating,
deepening and expanding economic activity, finance and financial services that will contribute to rural
transformation. On the supply side, key organizations should be supported and developed to provide a wide
range of financial services and financial infrastructure established. On the demand side, requirements such as
increased financial literacy, secure land tenures should be addressed.
As at June 2017, AFC had total assets in excess of KES 10 billion and a net credit portfolio of approximately KES
4.9 billion. This accounted for only approximately 4% of lending to agriculture in Kenya. The limited size of the
balance sheet means that private banks play an equally important role in lending to the agricultural sector.
1.5 THE ROLE OF AFC IN DEVELOPMENT IN KENYA
Agriculture is the backbone of Kenya’s economy contributing twenty four percent (24%) of the annual Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) directly and additional twenty seven percent (27%) indirectly (ASTGS, 2019-2029). The
sector accounts for 65% of Kenya’s exports and is critical in job creation, improving livelihoods and ensuring
food and nutritional security. Agriculture is a key sector in the delivery of the 10% annual economic growth rate
envisaged in the Kenya Vision 2030 and is an integral part of the ‘The Big Four Agenda’.
By addressing the access to finance challenges faced by actors in agriculture, AFC aims to directly contribute
to the 10% annual economic growth envisioned in Kenya Vision 2030. Given its legal mandate, AFC will play a
critical role in driving the Big Four Agenda specifically through financing of ‘food and Nutritional Security’ and
‘Agro-Manufacturing’ pillars.
AFC contributes to realization of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) specifically by contributing on
achievement of; SDG1-No Poverty, SDG2-Zero Hunger, SDG8-Decent Work & Economic Growth, SDG10-Reduced
Inequalities, SDG12: Responsible Consumption & Production.
AFC provides over 150 credit products targeting different agriculture value chains for financing land, inputs,
storage, processing and sales. Loans range from as low as KES 50,000 to KES 200 million and maturities of a few
months to seven years. Almost all products are offered at concessionary fixed rate of 10% which is 3.5% below
existing interest ceiling of 13.5% and 7.5% below the unregulated former market rates of 18%. As mandated by
the AFC Act, the Corporation is fully funded by the government of Kenya by a combination of agency grants and
loans. Eight per cent (8%) of the balance sheet is funded by donor agencies and multilateral DFIs. Other donors
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and DFIs provide credit guarantees for an additional 8% of the balance sheet.
Agricultural based Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) dominate food systems in Africa and an “inclusive”
transformation is recommended based on promoting their growth so as to create much productive employment
and income, reduce poverty and inequality, and increase food insecurity. This leads to better environmental and
nutrition outcomes, and helps make farming and value chains more resilient to shocks from climate change, and
more attractive to the youth .
1.6 THE ROLE OF AFC IN THE “BIG 4 AGENDA”
As part of the achievement of the Vision 2030, Third Medium Term Plan (MTP III) and the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) the Government of Kenya developed the Big Four Agenda which focuses on; Food and Nutritional
Security, Manufacturing, Affordable Housing and Universal Health care. Through agriculture the government aims
at ensuring food and nutritional security to all Kenyans by 2022 through the increase of value and volume of produce and trade within the agricultural sector.
The Government has proposed focus areas and detailed initiatives. An in-depth analysis of each initiative is provided in Annex 2. Table 4 summarizes the potential financing options and opportunities that exist for AFC in the
“Big Four Agenda”.

AFC
the Big 4 Agenda
TableTable
4: AFC4:
Role
in Roles
the Bigin
4 Agenda
Big Four Agenda focus area
●

Opportunity for AFC

Food And Nutritional Security

Increase large scale food
production

●

Increase agricultural productivity
and profitability of large scale
farms & smallholders

● De-risking lending to 1,000 production level SMEs through credit guarantees to private sector FSPs
● Once standards and regulations are formalized for the warehouse receipt system (WRS), AFC
should champion WRS based lending to encourage private sector players
● Partnering/ collaborating with other Government entities to optimize delivery of credit
● Providing Bancassurance and stop-loss insurance products

Reduce cost of food

● Providing loans to farmers contracted by Strategic Food Reserve (SFR)
● Providing input financing of non-subsidy components for farmers
● Providing trade financing to agro-dealers for sourcing and importing inputs
● Supporting the design and in some cases the delivery of PPP incentives in the form of guarantees
or concessionary loans

●

Manufacturing (agro-manufacturing)

Agro-processing

4

Direct working capital and capital expenditure loans to large scale farmers

●

Evaluating the comparative merits of public private partnerships (PPPs) or packages of incentives
for building competing networks of feed processing plants
● De-risking lending and direct financing of agro-based manufacturing SMEs
● Financing development of warehousing and cold chain sites
● Financing SMEs in Leather/livestock value chain

It is clear that without a substantial increase in Government support to AFC it can only play a
very limited role in supporting this long-list of interventions. A key focus of this strategy
Improving Agriculture,
Improvingin
Lives
document
is to determine
which areas the existing balance sheet can be deployed and to
motivate for additional funding to allow the AFC to fulfill its gazzeted mandate.
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It is clear that without a substantial increase in government support to AFC, the corporation can only play a
limited role in supporting these interventions. A key focus of this strategy document is to determine the areas
which the existing balance sheet can be deployed and to solicit for additional funding to allow AFC fulfill its
statutory mandate.
1.7 RATIONALE FOR THE STRATEGIC PLAN
AFC’s last five-year Strategic Plan was drafted for the period 2013-2017. The Strategic Plan for the 2018-2022 period
recognizes that the political, economic, financial and agriculture landscape of Kenya has changed significantly as
follows:
Evolving Government Priorities – Government has prioritized the agricultural sector as part of the Big Four
Agenda and defined an Agricultural Sector Tranformation and Growth Strategy (ASTGS) that will require
considerable support from public institutions. Furthermore, the government is seeking to drive the economic
and financial inclusion of women, youth and marginalized groups.
Insufficient lending to the agriculture sector by the private sector – With credit to agriculture ranging from
3% to 5% of the total credit extended by the banking sector, there is an urgent need to increase the level of
lending if the sector is to make the contribution envisaged in government’s medium term plan.
AFC faces major funding and liquidity constraints - Over the next four years, the Corporation has secured
only KES 11.5 billion in additional funding. The new strategy articulates a plan to increase funding to KES 20.5
billion over the next four years so that the Corporation can play a more significant role in market.
1.8 THE PROCESS OF DEVELOPING AFC’S STRATEGIC PLAN
AFC’s 2018-2022 Strategic Plan is the outcome of four inputs. The first was a review of the changing government
policy priorities (Medium Term Plan III, the Kenya Vision 2030, and the Budget Policy Statement 2018). The second
was a review of the progress made against the previous Strategic Plan 2013-2017. The third was an in-depth
review of existing operational and strategy documents. The fourth input was a review of the current state of
international best practice in agricultural financing and development to identify lessons for the Corporation’s
approach to catalyzing credit and developing Kenya’s agriculture markets. The findings of the desktop review
were then used as a tool to inform a series of consultative meetings with the AFC management team and the
Board members as well as round table discussions with key stakeholders, partners of the Corporation and players
in the Agricultural Sector in Kenya.
The stakeholders included research agencies, farmers and other associations, regulatory and government
bodies, private sector participants and donors. A full list of the stakeholders consulted in the preparation of the
Strategic Plan is appendiced. The approach to stakeholder engagement was to gain a balanced view of the
different perspectives across the demand and supply side of the agricultural market, to understand the needs
and market failures, how these could be resolved and the role of AFC.
The Strategic Plan was reviewed and developed by a team of financial and agriculture sector development
consultants with extensive experience ranging from advising governments, central banks, development banks,
donor institutions as well as the private sector.
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CHAPTER 2: SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
2.1 OVERVIEW
This section looks at government policy implementation in agriculture, challenges facing the agricultural finance
market and analyses insights from international agricultural finance markets. The section also analyses the
achievements on implementation of the 2013-2017 Strategic Plan.
Finally, the section presents an external and internal examination of AFC’s operating environment through
PESTEL, SWOT and Stakeholders’ Analysis.
Findings from this section are incorporated to determine the new business model and how to align the internal
capabilities with the government’s evolving agenda.
2.2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STRATEGIC PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
AFC’s 2013-2017 Strategic Plan set out to achieve six key Strategic Objectives:
i.
Increase Market Share of AFC Products and Services
ii.
Enhance Governance and Management Framework
iii.
Enhance Sustainability and Efficiency of Operation Systems
iv.
Increased liquidity level from the corporation’s operations
v.
Enhance institutional staff productivity levels for improved performance
vi.
Transform AFC info a full-fledged agro bank
Each strategic objective was broken down into two to three sub-strategies, to be achieved through core
activities. The review process evaluated the status of implementation for each of the activities by analyzing internal
documentation and reports, gathering feedback from management and from reviewing external studies carried
out on AFC. Insights from AFC management interviews were used to gauge the impact of activities carried out and
were a key input in determining the overall performance for each objective.
2.2.1
MILESTONES IN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PREVIOUS STRATEGIC PLAN
2.2.1 Milestones in implementation of the previous strategic plan
Table 5: Summary of Previous Strategic Plan Implementation

Table 5: Summary of Previous Strategic Plan Implementation
#

Strategic objective

Total no. of
activities

Activities
implemented

%
achieved

Comments

1

Increase market share of AFC’s
products and services

6

3

50%

Limited by AFC’s liabilities and the lack of a
competitive advantage

2

Enhance governance and
management framework

20

7

70%

Limited as a result of liquidity constraints and
internal capacity to complete partnerships

3

Enhance efficiency and
sustainability of operation systems

6

4

55%

Limited by resource constraints. This raises
organization wide risks and affects the
customer experience

4

Increased liquidity levels from
corporation operations

9

5

55%

AFC’s historic performance affects the ability
to mobilize resources outside of Government
transfers

5

Enhanced institutional and staff
productivity level for improved
performance

9

6

67%

Changes to the organization structure were not
adequately communicated across the
organization

6

Transform AFC into a full-fledged
agro bank

3

0

0%

Failed to get the required approvals from
National Treasury and CBK

53

25

58%

Total

6
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6

Transform AFC into a full-fledged
agro bank

0

0%

Failed to get the required approvals from
National Treasury and CBK

53
25 CORPORATION
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Challenges (faced during implementation of previous strategic plan)

Table
6: Challenges
faced during
of Previous Strategic
Plan Strategic Plan
Table
6: Challenges
facedImplementation
during Implementation
of Previous
Strategies

Activities

Comment

Increased client
base

Increase accessibility to credit

Limited by AFC’s significant liquidity gaps that hinder the Corporation’s ability to
attain scale

Diversify products range

AFC lacks a competitive advantage in direct lending due to its reliance on
collateralized lending, lengthy turnaround times and its limited reach. However, the
current product development is reactive and does not try to anticipate customer
needs

Undertake promotional
activities

Social media promotions should be explored due to their lower cost and greater
reach particularly for the youth

Improve brand visibility of AFC
branches

The set activity is not well aligned to the actions carried out as no analysis was done
to measure if the refurbishments attracted additional customers

Build customer loyalty

Customer numbers have stagnated from 24,668 in 2012 to 23,901 in 2017. Of these,
only 9,856 are active (41%)

Develop and implement a
positioning strategy

The consultant was engaged later in the strategic period. Going forward this should
be followed closely after the launch of the Strategic Plan

Activities

Comment

Improved the
corporate image

Strategies

Enhanced
compliance to
standards and
Acts e.g. AADFI
Enhance the
growth of the
agricultural
sector

Enhanced level
of mitigation
measures on
environmental
changes

Enhance
modernization of
ICT system

Development of a compliance
framework to the standards,
acts and policies

In the latest peer review carried out by AADFI, AFC obtained an “A” rating

This enhances AFC’s governance and it’s international credibility

Implementation of a compliance
framework to the standards,
acts and policies

Compliance with international ISO standards raises AFC’s governance and credibility

Review of the AFC Act

Review and recommended amendments to convert to an agro-bank were submitted
to the Attorney Generals, but never actioned. This was likely a result of the A2F
Consulting report that was commissioned by the National Treasury to review the
operations of the Corporation

Implementation of V2030
flagship and Government
projects related to the
corporation

The Irrigation Flagship Project relies on partnering with additional off-takers to
purchase produce from the irrigation scheme. AFC struggled to get off-taker
partners in different areas

Collaboration through public
private partnerships

Limited as a result of liquidity constraints and capacity to complete partnerships

Monitor and evaluate project
implementation

Monitoring should be automated where possible

Increased environmental
mitigation partnerships and
networks

n/a

Enhancing the farmers adoption
of early warning systems

Partnership has been renewed annually since its inception

Develop products suitable for
varying environment

As above, challenge arose in partnering with different off-takers

Improved technological uptake

i)

AFC:|9

A differentiation should be made between internal and external (i.e. customer)
technological uptake as they require different approaches
ii) Plans to install ATMs was tied with transformation into an agro-bank, that didn’t
Improving Agriculture, Improving Lives
occur
iii) Phase 2 of EDMS is pending due to insufficient funds. This inhibits paperless
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Enhancing the farmers adoption
of early warning systems

Partnership has been renewed annually since its inception
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Table
6: Challenges
facedImplementation
during Implementation
of Previous
Strategic Plan
Table
6: Challenges
faced during
of Previous Strategic
Plan (Continued)
Develop products suitable for

As above, challenge arose in partnering with different off-takers

Strategies

varying environment
Activities

Comment

Increased
Enhance client
base
modernization of
ICT system

Increase
to uptake
credit
Improvedaccessibility
technological

Limited
by AFC’s significant
that hinder
the
Corporation’s
to
i) A differentiation
shouldliquidity
be madegaps
between
internal
and
external (i.e.ability
customer)
attaintechnological
scale
uptake as they require different approaches
ii) Plans to install ATMs was tied with transformation into an agro-bank, that didn’t
AFC lacks
occura competitive advantage in direct lending due to its reliance on
collateralized
lending,
lengthy
turnaround
times andfunds.
its limited
the
iii) Phase 2 of
EDMS is
pending
due to insufficient
This reach.
inhibitsHowever,
paperless
current
product
development
is
reactive
and
does
not
try
to
anticipate
customer
workflows
needs
iv) Further efforts required to automate customer origination and to develop data
analytics
Social media promotions should be explored due to their lower cost and greater
reach
particularly
for therequire
youth continuous upgrading and replacement
Software
and hardware

Diversify products range

Undertake promotional
activities
Enhanced implementation of ICT
Improved the
corporate image

Strengthen the
operation
processes and
controls
Enhanced

Enhanced
revenue
generation
Strategies

replacement policy
Improve brand visibility of AFC
branches
Implement effective system
auditscustomer
and compliance
Build
loyalty
Effective implementation of
documented
proceduresa
Develop
and implement
positioning strategy
Undertake business process reengineering of a compliance
Development

The set activity is not well aligned to the actions carried out as no analysis was done
to measure if the refurbishments attracted additional customers
n/a
Customer numbers have stagnated from 24,668 in 2012 to 23,901 in 2017. Of these,
only 9,856 are active (41%)
n/a
The consultant was engaged later in the strategic period. Going forward this should
be followed closely after the launch of the Strategic Plan
It was initially delayed to allow for the change in banking system. The overall delay
affects
operational
efficiencies
customer
experience
In
the latest
peer review
carried and
out by
AADFI, AFC
obtained an “A” rating

Monitoring and evaluation of
the processes

Monitoring is currently carried out manually, and would need to be automated

Increased return on investments

Profitability analysis provides a skewed view of the organization’s financial stability,
AFC:|9
as cashflows from operations have been negative since 2013

Activities

Comment

Increase level of resource
mobilization from other sources

i)

ii)

Enhanced loan
recovery
mechanism

Increased efficiency in asset
utilization

A number of properties do not have title deeds other than letters of allocation. This
AFC:|
10
hinders AFC’s ability to revalue them and ensure they receive adequate
returns

Reduction in non-performing
loans

i)
ii)

The Government’s write off of debt further entrenches moral hazard
Capacity gaps (skills and lack of a debt management system) affects
underwriting and recoveries functions

Identifying better loan recovery
mechanisms

i)

There is a need to review and harmonize the reporting of portfolio in arrears
across the organization
The recoveries procedures need to be optimized to ensure timely
implementation

ii)

Establish
adequate cost
controls

8

Credit information sharing and
improve credit scoring

n/a

Improve efficiency on
procurement procedure

As a government agency, procurement is bound by the Public Procurement & Asset
Disposal Act beyond which increased efficiency is limited

Compliance to budgetary
allocations

n/a

Increased innovativeness in
service delivery

i)
ii)

Increased automation is required at the branch level
Requires a customer management system that can automatically track
interactions and prompt staff members when additional engagements are
required

i)

The number of trainings should be linked to the skills gap to fill

Improving Agriculture, Improving Lives

Enhance staff

AFC’s poor historic portfolio and financial performance affects other
institutions willingness to partner
Projects were unable to meet annual credit demand of KES 10 billion

Improve staff competence

Identifying better loan recovery
53
mechanisms

Total

i)
ii)

There is a need to review and harmonize the reporting of portfolio in arrears

25
58%
across the organization
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The recoveries procedures need to be optimized to ensure timely
implementation

Credit information sharing and
n/a
CHALLENGES
(FACED DURING IMPLEMENTATION OF
improve
credit scoring

PREVIOUS STRATEGIC PLAN)

Establish
Improve efficiency on
As a government agency, procurement is bound by the Public Procurement & Asset
procurement procedure
adequate cost
Disposal Act beyond which increased efficiency is limited
Table 6: Challenges
faced during Implementation
of Previous Strategic Plan
controls
Table
6: Challenges faced during Implementation of Previous Strategic Plan (Continued)
Compliance to budgetary
n/a
Strategies
Activities
Comment
allocations
Increased client
base

Increase accessibility to credit
Increased innovativeness in
service delivery
Diversify products range

Enhance staff
capacity

Improved the
corporate image

Enhance staff
satisfaction and
work
environment
Enhanced

Improve staff competence
Undertake promotional
Implement
activities performance
management system (PMS)
Improve brand visibility of AFC
branches
Enhance knowledge based
management
system
Build customer
loyalty(KBMS)

Limited by AFC’s significant liquidity gaps that hinder the Corporation’s ability to
i) Increased automation is required at the branch level
attain scale
ii) Requires a customer management system that can automatically track
and prompt
staff members
when additional
AFC interactions
lacks a competitive
advantage
in direct lending
due to itsengagements
reliance on are
required
collateralized lending, lengthy turnaround times and its limited reach. However, the
current product development is reactive and does not try to anticipate customer
i)
The number of trainings should be linked to the skills gap to fill
needs
ii) Number of staff trainings was limited by budget constraints
Social media promotions should be explored due to their lower cost and greater
There
be a need
to youth
ensure staff members performance criteria is directly
reach would
particularly
for the
linked to broader organization strategies
The set activity is not well aligned to the actions carried out as no analysis was done
to measure if the refurbishments attracted additional customers
n/a

Enhance the functionality of
Develop tools
and implement a
working
positioning strategy

Customer numbers have stagnated from 24,668 in 2012 to 23,901 in 2017. Of these,
only 9,856 are active (41%)
Working tools needs should be aligned with business objectives to ensure efficient
The consultant was engaged later in the strategic period. Going forward this should
expenditure
be followed closely after the launch of the Strategic Plan

Improve work environment
Development of a compliance

The outcome indicator is vague
In the latest peer review carried out by AADFI, AFC obtained an “A” rating

Institutionalize sufficient staff
welfare structure

n/a

Establishment of
an effective
organizational
structure and
interrelations

Develop a responsive
organizational structure

Strategies

Activities

Establish performance oriented
organizational culture

i) There is a need for another review
9
ii) Requires improved implementation and communication of theAFC:|
new structure
iii) There is no business unit and rather operations provides for this role.
Operations is therefore unable to adequately execute on its intended mandate
of monitoring and ensuring operational efficiencies
iv) Concerns were raised around the number of direct reporting lines to the MD
v) The government failed to approve plans to embark on early retirement to
rationalize staff compliment
Concerns were raised around branch staff being promoted to head office to roles
significantly different to their proven expertise, which thereby dilutes staff

Comment

effectiveness at the branches

Transforming
AFC into a full–
fledge agro bank

2.2.3

Inculcate positive shared values

n/a

Operationalize customer
deposit taking accounts

AFC rolled out relationship accounts for potential and current customers
AFC:|to11build
deposits that can be loaned against. Uptake and impact has been limited to date

Improve loan recovery by
executing standing orders with
the customers

Requires increased customer education

Reduce dependence on the
exchequer by mobilizing
deposits from farmers/
customers

AFC did not seek alternative sources of funding such as donors effectively

Agriculture,
LESSONS LEARNT DURING IMPLEMENTATION OF PREVIOUSImproving
STRATEGIC
PLANImproving Lives

9

2018
2022
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2.2.3 Lessons learnt during implementation of previous strategic plan
During the implementation of AFC Strategic Plan 2013 - 2017 the following were the lessons learnt
i) There are efficiencies to be gained from harmonizing government programs involved in agriculture
ii) A diversified funding source offers the ability to generate more impact and reduce funding concentration
iii) Deposit taking requires strong support from the central bank, which AFC does not have
iv) There is need to periodically review and analyze strategic initiatives to measure their impact
v) Key partnerships are critical in successful implementation of strategic initiatives.
2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
A) Implementation of government policies in agriculture
There exist over 20 government agencies involved in the agriculture sector. A summary of their roles is provided
in Table 7 below.
It is envisioned that they will also be active in supporting the government’s “Big Four Agenda”, and thus collaborations and partnerships across some areas will be required, and given its limited resources AFC will need to be
highly selective in where if focuses.
Table
7:ofList
of Government
Kenya institutions
related to Agriculture
Table
7: List
Government
of Kenyaofinstitutions
related to Agriculture
Institution

Policy

Fin.
Indus.
support Promo.

Infra
.
Inputs

Credit

Tech.
support R&D Cert.

Others

Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries
Ministry of Industry, Trade and Cooperatives
Ministry of Foreign Affairs & International Trade
County Governments
Agriculture and Food Authority (AFA)
Agriculture Financial Corporation (AFC)
Agriculture Development Corporation (ADC)
National Cereals and Produce Board (NCPB)
KALRO and other research institutions
Kenya Industrial Research & Development Institute
(KIRDI)
Kenya Bureau of Standards (KEBS)
Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service (KEPHIS)
Kenya Accreditation Services (KENAS)
National Irrigation Board (NIB)
Kenya Seed Company
Kenya National Farmers Federation (KENAFF)
Export Promotion Council
State owned banks
Commodities Fund

Source: AFA Strategic Plan; Institution websites; Genesis Analytics team analysis, 2018

Source: AFA Strategic Plan; Institution websites; Genesis Analytics team analysis, 2018
Green
identifies
that each
institution
the sector
Note:Note:
Green
identifies
roles roles
that each
institution
playsplays
in theinsector
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B) Agriculture finance and market failures
As at 2017, total reported loans disbursed to the agricultural sector were KES 124.5 billion. Commercial banks
provided the largest portion of these loans accounting for 65% of the disbursements, followed by deposit-taking
SACCOs (DT-SACCOs) at 25% and AFC at 4% .
With regards to number of clients served, DT-SACCOs had accounted for 81% of the market with 1.8 million
farmer based members, followed by donors at 245,700 then commercial banks with 108,539 (see Figure 4). This is
against an estimated total 9 million farmers .
Figure 4: Farmer and Agriculture Finance Landscape
Figure 4: Farmer and Agriculture Finance Landscape

Source:
Analytics
team
analysis,
2018;
MasterCard
Foundation
Fertile ground,
2015; Jayne
al, Africa’s
Source:Genesis
Genesis
Analytics
team
analysis,
2018;
MasterCard
Foundation
Fertile ground,
2015;etJayne
et al,changing
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distribution
patterns,
CBK Annual
report2016;
2017 CBK
and Annual
Banking report
supervision
2016; SASRA
annual reports
report 2016;
Microfinance
changing farm
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2016;AMFI
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2016;1.AMFI
Microfinance
report.
Note: 1.less
Estimates
Only
AFCincluded
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sector
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days
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Key stakeholder interviews identified market failures and barriers limiting further extension of
Key stakeholder interviews identified market failures and barriers limiting further extension of financial services
financial services to the agriculture sector (see Table 3 below). The common barriers
to the agriculture sector (see Table 3 below). The common barriers identified relate to FSPs limited understanding
identified
to FSPsoutside
limited
understanding
of agriculture
characteristics
outside
of tight
of
agriculturerelate
characteristics
of tight
value chains, limited
technical capacity
to adequately
measure
risks,
value
chains,oflimited
capacity
to value
adequately
measure
risks, theperiods
seasonality
climate
the
seasonality
climate technical
that can render
specific
chains unviable
for extended
of time, of
limited
capital,
operational
inefficiencies,
corporate
governance
challenges
and
limited
understanding
of
financial
that can render specific value chains unviable for extended periods of time, limited capital,
products
and services
by farmers.corporate governance challenges and limited understanding of
operational
inefficiencies,
Together these have resulted in loose value chains being underserved, a continued focus on short-term/
financial products and services by farmers.
working capital financing for farmers, low uptake of insurance and continued reliance on collateralized lending.

Together these have resulted in loose value chains being underserved, a continued focus on
short-term/working capital financing for farmers, low uptake of insurance and continued
reliance on collateralized lending.
Table 8: Agriculture market failures and barriers per FSPs
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Source: Genesis Analytics team analysis, 2018; MasterCard Foundation Fertile ground, 2015; Jayne et al, Africa’s changing farm size
distribution patterns, 2016; CBK Annual report 2017 and Banking supervision reports 2016; SASRA annual report 2016; AMFI Microfinance
sector report. Note: 1. Estimates | 2. Only AFC loans with arrears less than 360 days were included

Key stakeholder interviews identified market failures and barriers limiting further extension of
financial services to the agriculture sector (see Table 3 below). The common barriers
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identified
relate to FSPs
limited understandingANALYSIS
of agriculture characteristics outside of tight
value Key
chains,
limited
technical
capacity
to failures
adequately
measure
risks,
theextension
seasonality
of climate
stakeholder
interviews
identified
market
and barriers
limiting
further
of financial
services
thattocan
render specific
value
unviable
for extended
periods
oftotime,
limited
capital, of
the agriculture
sector (see
Tablechains
8 below).
The common
barriers identified
relate
FSPs limited
understanding
agricultureinefficiencies,
characteristics outside
of tightgovernance
value chains, limited
technical
capacity
to understanding
adequately measure
operational
corporate
challenges
and
limited
ofrisks, the
seasonality
of
climate
that
can
render
specific
value
chains
unviable
for
extended
periods
of
time,
limited
capital,
financial products and services by farmers.
operational inefficiencies, corporate governance challenges and limited understanding of financial products and

servicesthese
by farmers.
Together
have resulted in loose value chains being underserved, a continued focus on
Together these have resulted in loose value chains being underserved, a continued focus on short-term/working
short-term/working capital financing for farmers, low uptake of insurance and continued
capital financing for farmers, low uptake of insurance and continued reliance on collateralized lending.
reliance on collateralized lending.
Table
8: 8:
Agriculture
market
failures
and barriers
per FSPs per FSPs
Table
Agriculture
market
failures
and barriers
Institutions

Market failures and barriers

Banks

●

Institutions

Loose value chains, such as cereals and vegetables are underserved in contrast to tight value chains
such as coffee, dairy, tea and sugarcane that leverage the strong and formal relationship between farmers
and aggregators/ buyers to reduce the risks and costs to serve. To achieve this banks make use of shared
credit screening, monitoring, collection and utilize contractual agreements as collateral - all of which are
lacking in loose value chains
● Banks often lack the technical capabilities to assess the credit risk of non-traditional or loose value
chains,
particularly
the banks cannot lend against purchase orders among credible partners. They
Market
failures
and where
barriers
would therefore need to evaluate both the crop and farm characteristics (i.e. diversified risk
●

Microfinance
institutions and
SACCOs

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

12

management tactics), which can be costly making the loans unprofitable
There is insufficient lending to agricultural infrastructure in general, including to smallholder farmers
who cannot access longer term loans for capital investments. This is a consequence of the enabling
environment, including availability of subsidies and incentives.

AFC:|14

Limited understanding of various seasonality and cash-flow patterns associated with different value
chains resulting in biased lending towards legacy tight value chains such as coffee and dairy. As a result,
loose value chains are deemed unviable and avoided
Limited data on farmers for financial institutions to adequately score their associated credit risk. This is
further compounded by the institutions’ lacking sufficient capabilities to accurately screen good
borrowers from bad - characterized by manual analysis and reliance on collateral
Deposit taking microfinance institutions have struggled with managing the costs and risks of managing
deposits, affecting overall cost to serve and customer value proposition
Limited technical capacity and resources to manage the risks of lending to individuals, and inability to
offer appropriate products (product are short-term and highly priced)
Limited ability to provide a wide range of services and linked products in comparison with the banking
sector
Issues with corporate governance limiting farmers willingness to participate with SACCOs
Insufficient liquidity/ funding to meet demand for loans

●

Insurance

Continued low uptake as farmers who are not well informed on insurance products due to a lack of
financial literacy, a lack of understanding of the benefits of insurance, and lack of income
● The cost of insurance remains too high for mass adoption reflecting the distribution and risk costs faced
by insurance providers
● Lack of crucial data in the form of an extensive farmer database and further difficulty in aggregating
available data due to uncoordinated efforts in the industry and lack of clear data sharing policies
● Difficulty in aligning the interests of financiers and insurance products when developing bundled
products or partnering on distribution, resulting in products that don’t adequately meet the market’s needs
● Co-variant risks wipe out premiums

FinTechs

●

Risk evaluations face challenges as there is limited access to broad and reliable data on smallholder
farmers, weather, commodity and input prices. FinTechs have attempted to link farm management
services
Improving Agriculture, Improving
Livesto digital lending, however this faces challenges in verifying the data that the farmers provide
● Fintech platforms experience low activity rates likely due to limited financial literacy of the farmers,
challenges with usability (i.e. platforms only offered in English) and farmers realizing that they need to

●

Deposit taking microfinance institutions have struggled with managing the costs and risks of managing

●

Continued low uptake as farmers who are not well informed on insurance products due to a lack of

identified relate to FSPs
limited
understanding
agriculture
deposits,
affecting
overall cost to of
serve
and customercharacteristics
value proposition outside of tight
Limited technical
capacity
and resources measure
to manage the
risks the
of lending
to individuals,
inability to
value chains, limited● technical
capacity
to adequately
risks,
seasonality
of and
climate
offer appropriate products (product are short-term and highly priced)
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sector
operational inefficiencies,
corporate
governance
challenges
and
limited
understanding
of
● Issues with corporate governance limiting farmers willingness to participate with SACCOs
● Insufficient
funding to meet demand for loans
financial products and
services liquidity/
by farmers.
Insurance

Together these have resulted
in loose value chains being underserved, a continued focus on
financial literacy, a lack of understanding of the benefits of insurance, and lack of income
The cost
of insurance
too high
mass adoption
reflecting the
distribution
and risk costs faced
short-term/working●capital
financing
forremains
farmers,
lowforuptake
of insurance
and
continued
by insurance providers
reliance on collateralized
● Lacklending.
of crucial data in the form of an extensive farmer database and further difficulty in aggregating
available data due to uncoordinated efforts in the industry and lack of clear data sharing policies

● market
Difficulty
in
aligning
the
interests
of financiers
and insurance products when developing bundled
Table
Agriculture
failures
and
barriers
per FSPs
Table
8: 8:
Agriculture
market
failures
and barriers
per FSPs
(Continued)

Institutions
FinTechs
Banks

Donor funded startups
and technical
assistance providers

products or partnering on distribution, resulting in products that don’t adequately meet the market’s needs
●
Co-variant
risks
wipe
out premiums
Market
failures
and
barriers
●
evaluations
facesuch
challenges
as there
is limited access
to broad and
reliable data
onvalue
smallholder
● Risk
Loose
value chains,
as cereals
and vegetables
are underserved
in contrast
to tight
chains
farmers,
weather,
commodity
and inputthat
prices.
FinTechs
have attempted
link farm management
such as coffee,
dairy,
tea and sugarcane
leverage
the strong
and formaltorelationship
between farmers
services
to digital buyers
lending,tohowever
thisrisks
facesand
challenges
verifying
the data
that
the make
farmers
and aggregators/
reduce the
costs to in
serve.
To achieve
this
banks
useprovide
of shared
● Fintech
platformsmonitoring,
experiencecollection
low activity
rates
likely
due to limited
financial
of-the
farmers,
credit screening,
and
utilize
contractual
agreements
asliteracy
collateral
all of
which are
challenges
withvalue
usability
(i.e. platforms only offered in English) and farmers realizing that they need to
lacking in loose
chains
foroften
services
they had
assumed would
be free
● pay
Banks
lack which
the technical
capabilities
to assess
the credit risk of non-traditional or loose value
● Lack
of particularly
capital to expand
credit
provision
chains,
where the
banks
cannot lend against purchase orders among credible partners. They
would therefore need to evaluate both the crop and farm characteristics (i.e. diversified risk
● Limited capacity to scale programs

Note: A detailed analysis each institution's product and service offering as well as key barriers is provided in Annex 3

Note: A detailed analysis each institution’s product and service offering as well as key barriers is provided in Annex 3
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As such a number of clear roles emerge for AFC to intervene and increase lending and de-risk
In view
of the
above,
a numberThese
of clearinclude:
roles emerge for AFC to intervene, increase lending and de-risk the
the sector
have
been
identified.
sector have the
beenrisk
identified.
These include:
● Reducing
of lending
to value chains that face prolonged periods of
Reducing the risktoofseasonality
lending to value
thatthe
facerisk
prolonged
periods of unavailability due to seasonality
unavailabilitydue
bychains
sharing
with FSPs
by sharing the risk with FSPs
● Helping develop the technical capacity of FSPs to be able to better assess the risk of nonHelping develop the technical capacity of FSPs to be able to better assess the risk of non-traditional and loose
traditional
and loose value chains
value chains
● Providing
funding
extendsthethe
term
finance
thatprovide
banks provide
Providing
fundingthat
that extends
term
finance
that banks
Supporting
specialist firms
firms such
as as
FinTechs
and donor
newfunding
value chains
● Supporting
specialist
such
FinTechs
and funded
donor startups
fundedfunding
startups
new
Supporting
value
chains well-managed SACCOs and MFIs to widen their reach
Providing
reinsurance services
for insurance
firms covering
catastrophic
or stop-loss premiums
● Supporting well-managed
SACCOs
and MFIs
to widen
their reach
Providing debt funding to FinTechs with proven business models
● Providing reinsurance services for insurance firms covering catastrophic or stop-loss
Partnering with donors to raise capital and help they extend their reach

The challenge will be how to align these areas of intervention with the balance sheet and risk appetite of AFC.
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C) Insights from international market approaches to agriculture finance
An analysis of four international agricultural development finance institutions was carried out by AFC. The
selected institutions were the National Bank of Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) of India, Bank of
Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives (BAAC) of Thailand, Agrobank Malaysia, and Agricultural Development
Bank of China (ADBC).
A summary of their differing business models and lessons for AFC is provided in Table 9.
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Table 9: Summary of business model options from international benchmarking exercise
Table 9: Summary of business model options from international benchmarking exercise
Institution

Business Model

Funding Mix

Lessons For AFC

NABARD OF
INDIA

Apex body that offers
financial support,
development support and
regulation supervision to
agricultural and rural focused
financial institutions

●

There are efficiencies to be gained from harmonizing
government programs involved in agriculture.
In Kenya cooperatives are free to bank with any institution,
therefore it is unlikely a similar model will work.
Supporting other financial institutions to increase lending
to the sector can have significant impact.
A diversified funding source offers the ability to generate
more impact and reduce funding concentration.

Deposit taking bank
providing financial services
to individuals, farmer
associations & agriculture
cooperatives. Additional,
collaborates with other
institutions to provide farm
inputs, agriculture
infrastructure and marketing
linkages

●
●
●

Retail bank that provides
financial services to the
agricultural sector. It further
aids in implementing broader
government agriculture
sector strategies and coordinates public sector
agriculture credit program

●
●

Policy bank charged with
supporting agricultural
development by granting and
managing loans for rural
infrastructure development
Business Model
projects, and providing direct

●
●
●

BAAC of
Thailand

Agrobank
Malaysia

ADBC of
China

Institution

●
●

Issuing of bonds,
●
debentures and funds
Deposits from co-operative
●
banks and rural banks
Reserves and surpluses ●
●

●

●

Mobilize deposits
●
Issuing of bonds
Loans from commercial ●
banks, government and
other financial institutions
Reserves and surpluses ●

Deposit taking requires strong support from the central
bank, which AFC does not have.
Converting AFC to a retail bank further runs the risk of
crowding out the private sector which is already saturated
with 43 private banks taking deposits.
AFC should leverage existing physical and digital networks
of private sector players to attain reach

Mobilize deposits
●
Government grants/
transfers
Reserves and surpluses
●

The capital needs of other state owned banks and the
number of agriculture related Government agencies
suggest competing needs for funding. AFC will need to
raise capital from alternative sources
AFC should take a coordinating role for related
Government agencies around financing and sharing of
data

Government transfers
Deposits
Issuing bonds

Funding Mix

●

The Chinese economy is government led which ensures
the required support for the ADBC business model.
Conversely, Kenya takes a market driven approach,
making this business model unlikely to succeed
Lessons For AFC

financial services to
individuals and enterprises
involved in agriculture

Source: NABARD website; BAAC website; Agrobank website; ADBC website; Genesis Analytics team analysis, 2018 AFC:|16

Source: NABARD website; BAAC website; Agrobank website; ADBC website; Genesis Analytics team analysis, 2018

From this analysis, common strategic lessons for Kenya’s Government can be extracted.
From this analysis, common strategic lessons for Kenya’s government can be extracted. These include:
These include:

Agriculture development requires directed government support: this was demonstrated across all markets
reviewed.development
The asymmetric risks
in agriculture
cannot
be effectively managed
by this
private
markets without
● Agriculture
requires
directed
government
support:
was
government support. In principle, this means there is a need for government intervention and sufficient
demonstrated across all markets reviewed. The asymmetric risks in agriculture cannot be
funding to the relevant institutions. The challenge noted above is that there are over 20 institutions vying for
effectively
managed
by private with
markets
withoutforGovernment
support.
In principle,
government
funding/support,
consequences
the level of support
that AFC
receives. this
meansExtensive
there isgovernment
a need forsupported
Government
and
sufficient
funding
the relevant
networkintervention
expansion is not
required:
Financial
serviceto
providers
in Kenya have

institutions. The challenge noted above is that there are over 20 institutions vying for
Government funding/support, with consequences for the level of support that AFC
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made significant inroads in growing financial access in rural areas, with formal inclusion reported at 69% in
2016 . Whereas this access lags that of urban areas at 86%, and is skewed towards transactional services, large
government backed network expansions as seen in other markets are no longer necessary and would only
serve to crowd out the private sector and require a large capital investment.
An apex body business model would increase AFC’s impact and attract donor financing: By de-risking lending
to the sector, offering reinsurance services and partnering with donors, AFC can leverage the existing reach
and capital of banks, mobile money operators (MMOs), SACCOS and MFIs to catalyze increased financial
service provision to the sector. This will further mitigate the moral hazard risks of AFC lending directly to
farmers.
In light of this analysis, AFC is well placed to have a significant impact in the agriculture sector, through improving
collaborating with other related government agencies, and adopting a business model that leverages the private
sector to deliver on the development agendas. However becoming a fully-fledged retail banking organization as
witnessed in some of the international case studies is not necessary given the state of private sector distribution
(and new technologies), significantly reducing the amount of investment government has to make.
D) State of AFC
AFC faces severe liquidity constraints as a result of its overreliance on limited annual government transfers
of KES 500 million, a high level of bad debt, and limited funding by donor agencies and other multilateral DFIs.
Efforts to diversify the Corporation’s sources of funding over the last strategic period were unsuccessful as a result
of AFC’s historic performance challenges, which impeded donors’/ DFIs’ willingness to partner with AFC. Various
attempts have been implemented to address this.
AFC’s profits before tax have risen from KES 117 million in 2012 to KES 271 million in 2017, (CAGR of 18%).
However, the Corporation has continually posted negative net cash flows from operating activities since 2013.
This suggests the Corporation recognizes income (i.e. interest or penalties) on portfolios that are not performing,
and that the current model is unable to generate sufficient margins to grow the Corporation’s assets. AFC has an
unaffordable cost structure as evidence by a cost-to-income ratio of above 80%. This cost structure is driven by
high staffing levels (of which the majority are support staff ) and administrative costs, and charges for doubtful
debts.
AFC has a very limited client base. As at 2018, the Corporation had 16,274 active direct (where AFC lends
directly to final customers) and indirect (through the Anchor model ) customers with a total outstanding portfolio
of KES 8.5 billion despite its network of 44 branches.
AFC exhibits a highly concentrated book. The top ~1% of AFC clients (i.e. 239 customers) account for 50% of the
outstanding portfolio; while the bottom 77% of customers who took out loans with a principal of less than KES
500,000 account for only 17% of the outstanding portfolio. Of the total portfolio, livestock products account for
41%. Further concentrations are also evidenced in a review of the demographic distribution of customers. From
an age perspective, 39% of the existing customers are 60 years and above while 55% are aged between 35 and 65
years. These customers are further concentrated within three main regions; namely North Rift (at 23%), Mt Kenya
(at 22%) and Eastern (at 21%) - as depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Age, regional distribution and product disaggregation
Age distribution
frequency
(% March, 2018)

1%

5%

< 18 yrs

18-34 yrs

North Rift
Regional
23%
distribution of
outstanding loans
(% March, 2018)

Coast

7%

Nyanza/Western
9%

Nyanza/
Western

North Rift

18%

35-59 yrs

Mt Kenya

> 60 yrs

22%

2018

21%

5.0%

4.0%

Mt Kenya
22%

2.0%
3.0%

14.0%

Eastern

Eastern
21%

Product disaggregation
(% March, 2018)
2018

Central Rift
18%

Central Rift

23%

55%

39%

9%

8.0%

8.0%

15.0%

41.0%

Source: AFC data, 2018; Genesis Analytics team analysis, 2018
Othersout on individuals
Agroprocessing
Horticulture
crops
Note: Age analysis was carried
and not businesses.
Ages of 0 andPermanent
below were
left out Livestock
CRAW

Agrobusiness

Land Purchase

Seasonal crops

Twenty Nine per cent (29%) of the outstanding book was due before 2018. This accounted
KES 1.5 billion in
interest. As at March 2018, 43% of the book was in arrears for more than a year, with
Twenty
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(29%)ofofthe
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wasto
duebe
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2018. This accounted
for KESgaps
2.4 billion:
splitloan
an
estimated
35%
book notbook
able
collected.
This reflects
in the
between KES 988 million for principal amounts and KES 1.5 billion in interest. As at March 2018, 43% of the book
collections and recoveries mechanism and the lack of a debt management system.
Source: AFC data, 2018; Genesis Analytics team analysis, 2018
for KES
2.4 billion:
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was in arrears for more than a year, with an estimated 35% of the book not able to be collected. This reflects gaps
in the loan collections and recoveries mechanism and the lack of a debt management system.
Through continued efforts to improve on loan recoveries, the Corporation has seen a
Through continued efforts to improve on loan recoveries, the Corporation has seen a general increase in the
general
increase
in theexhibited
amounts
recovered,
a reduction
amounts
recovered,
and further
a reduction
in the loanand
loss further
provision exhibited
as a percentage
of total loans in
(seethe
Table
below).
loan10loss
provision as a percentage of total loans (see Table 10 below).

Table10:
10:
NPLs
Recoveries
and
Loss Provisions
Table
NPLs
Recoveries
and Loss
Provisions
Measure

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Recoveries from NPLS, KES million

102.0

112.3

159.2

100.4

60.8

607.4

NPLs closing balance, KES million

2,529.6

2,386.0

2,300.0

2,181.5

2,564.9

1,617.7

Loan loss provision to total loans, %

60%

54%

69%

51%

49%

43%

Source: AFC data, 2018; Genesis Analytics team analysis, 2018
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development and product development, it cedes implementation and tracking to the operations. As a result:
Though the Business Development Department is charged with business development and
product development, it cedes implementation and tracking to the Operations. As a result:
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The operations department is drawn away from its key role of monitoring and enhancing operational
efficiency
Execution of business targets is suboptimal because development and implementation is separated
between operations and business development department
Products and services developed are not sufficiently tailored to the target market
Departments responsible for collections and recoveries lack the agility required to execute their mandate.
Staff numbers are skewed towards operations (i.e. support functions such as personal secretaries, drivers,
customer representative, customer care assistant, clerical staff and caretakers logistics) as opposed to sales
or client serving roles, which is at odds with an organization that is seeking a significant growth in customer
numbers
The Corporation’s 44 branches across the country are aligned to the business objectives to grow customer
numbers, however the Corporation lacks adequate financial capabilities to manage them.
AFC was unable to complete the BPR during the previous strategic period. Processes, particularly at branches,
remain manual and paper-based. This results in lengthy loan approval turnaround times and exposures to
credit and operational risks. As such there are a number of duplications in duties between branch staff, regional
managers and head office staff, with the exchange of documentation being done through the postal system. A
pilot project to digitize the Know Your Customer (KYC) and loan appraisal process has, however, been recently
completed.
Customer management requires enhancements in a number of areas. First, follow ups on loans are not carried
out consistently. This limits the ability to identify and manage clients at risk of defaulting early enough, as well
ensuring that the loans are utilized for agricultural purposes. Next, training of customers on how to manage their
loans and payments is insufficient. Lastly, AFC lacks a call center to handle customer complaints, and rather has a
switchboard. This affects the ability to aggressively address customer complaints or questions.
AFC has invested considerably in its ICT infrastructure over the previous strategic period. Further digitization
and automation is however required for key systems. These include a debt management system, audit system,
customer management system and data management system.
The key achievements and Challenges faced during the implementation of the previous strategic plan are as
captured in Table 5 and Table 6 in section 2.2.
2.3.1 Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) Analysis
An analysis of the internal environment of the Corporation is critical in identifying the strengths and weak areas
of the organization as well as identifying opportunities and threats. AFC will endeavour to minimise effects of its
weaknesses and threats while safeguarding the strengths and exploiting the available opportunities. The SWOT
analysis presented in table 11:
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Table 11: SWOT analysis
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Source: AFC | Genesis Analytics team analysis, 2018

2.3.2 Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental and Legal (PESTEL) Analysis
i) Political Environment
The political environment influence how and to what extent the government intervenes in the operations of
institutions. National policies and strategies influence decision making allocation of resources to various national
competing needs.
a)
The Constitution of Kenya, under the Bill of Rights, “every person has the right to be free from hunger and
to have adequate food of acceptable quality”. Agriculture is also identified as a devolved function under
the Fourth Schedule. All operations of the Corporation therefore must be aligned to the constitution.
b)
The Kenya Vision 2030, The Agricultural Sector Tranformation and Growth Strategy (ASTGS) 2019 - 2029,
Third Medium Term Plan (MTP III) and the “Big 4 Agenda” identifies agriculture as one of the key delivery.
The successful implementation of these policy initiatives is dependent on adequate funding and credit
access and therefore presents an opportunity for AFC to deliver responsive products and also lobby
for increased allocation resources and collaboration with National government ministries and agencies,
County governments, and development partners.
c)
Political stability. Kenya’s economic growth is directly affected by political instability and is characterized
by slow growth during elections periods. The level of political stability therefore directly affects the level
of business growth.
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ii) Economic Environment
Various economic factors relevant to the agricultural sector will significantly influence the successful operation of
AFC.
a)
Inflation and exchange rates: Fluctuating exchange rates often result to fluctuation in export earnings. A
strengthening local currency, for example, results to a decrease in local currency earnings for exporters
and the converse is true. High inflation rates on the other hand result in higher costs of doing business
due to increase in the cost of inputs and services. In addition, losses emanating from depreciation of Kenya
shilling increase the debt value in instances where loan obligations are denominated in a foreign currency.
Exchange rates gains arising from currency depreciation increase the amount of donor funds set aside for a
certain project and vice versa.
b)
Economic growth rate: The country’s economy is projected to experience an increasing growth rate.
Favourable economic growth indicates expanded business opportunities and therefore a favourable credit
uptake for lenders like AFC.
c)
Government investments: Increased investment in improving enabling environment like transport
infrastructure translates into efficient services and opportunities for investors. This provides an opportunity
for the Corporation to provide financial intervention to actors along agricultural value chains.
iii) Socio-cultural Environment
This refers to influences that emerge as a result of interacting with the society and communities in relation to their
values, norms and customs. Socio-cultural factors that may influence delivery of AFC services include;
a)
Population increase and rural-urban migration. Population growth and increasing migration to urban
centres results to increase in food demand and diet preferences. Kenya’s population, growing at 2.9 percent
annually, is expected to reach 66.96 million in 2030 and demand for food is projected to double by 2030 with
20 percent of the demand increase being attributable to population growth. By 2030, Kenya is expected
to be a maize deficit country (based on the current productivity levels) of approximately 3.3 million metric
tonnes (3.0 MT supply against 6.33MT demand). The deficit is expected to further widen the gap in 2050
to about 5 MT . This implies AFC will need to focus on collaborations with government agencies including
research institutions to finance production technologies and approaches that increase productivity
b)
Stakeholders perception. Stakeholders’ perception about AFC’s ability to deliver on its mandate, due to
misinformation, misrepresentation or level of comparison with other service providers may affect the
demand of its products and services. It is therefore critical that AFC understands the influence of cultural
factors and perceptions in planning processes to allow formulation of successful and demand driven
products.
c)
Financial literacy. Lack of financial literacy and business management skills contributes to low uptake of
credit, low repayment or loan defaults. This therefore will require AFC to develop packages that combines
both credit and financial literacy delivery for its clients. AFC will also focus on building capacity of its staff to
be able to impact knowledge on changing agribusiness financial requirements.
d)
Youth and women in agribusiness. Rising youth unemployment is a major concern for the government of
Kenya with 500,000 graduates entering the job market every year. Agriculture sector has huge potential for
solving this challenge. However, youth face various challenges in seeking to venture into agribusiness.
In Kenya, women provide 75%-89% of the labour force in small-scale agriculture and manage 40% of the smallscale farms. However, women and ethnic minorities are more likely to be excluded from economic opportunities.
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AFC in collaboration with various partners will take deliberate steps to address unique social challenges faced by
these demographic groups through responsive financing products.
iv) Technological Factors.
The financial sector in Kenya has undergone a tremendous technological revolution that has changed credit
delivery methods. Mobile money channels characterize delivery and recovery channels. AFC will continue adopting
modern technologies and systems to effectively and efficiently deliver its mandate. AFC will also finance modern
technologies in agricultural value chains that focuses on efficiency and reduction of production costs.
households. Impact and effects of climate change and man-made degradation natural
v) Ecological Factors.
resources therefore need to be considered if agriculture is to remain sustainable.
Degradation of natural resources adversely affect agricultural productivity and therefore affect level of incomes
will adhere
to the households.
Environmental
Management
(EMCA)
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for AFC
agriculture
dependent
Impact
and effectsand
of Coordination
climate changeActand
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(Revised
2012)
to ensure
activities ifitagriculture
safeguards
healthy
for will
all Kenyans.
Environmental Management and Coordination Act (EMCA) of 1999 (Revised 2012) to ensure in all its activities it
vi)
Legal Factors. The Corporation operates under the AFC Act but various national Acts
safeguards healthy environment for all Kenyans.
of Parliaments, Regulations and regional and international laws/regulations directly
impact on its operation. These factors include; constitution of Kenya that requires fair
vi) Legal Factors.
distribution
public
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and laws
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collateral
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distribution of public
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policy and directives also have a direct implication on the Corporation’s operations. These include affirmative
action requirements, directives on employments, labour laws and policies.
2.3.3
Stakeholder Analysis
2.3.3 Stakeholder Analysis
Table
Stakeholder
Analysis
Table
12:12:
Stakeholder
Analysis
NO

STAKEHOLDER

1

Employees

2

AFC customers

5

The National Treasury
and Planning
AFC’s partners
(Business &
Development partners)

6

Suppliers & Creditors

7

Media

Attainment of agreed performance targets
Loan repayment to the exchequer
Accountability of Loans & grants from the
government
Timely submission of progress and performance
reports
Responsive and accountable fund utilisation
Transparency & Fairness in the procurement
process
Timely settlement of invoices
Provision of timely and accurate information on
issues/ queries raised

8

General Public

Professionalism and ethical conduct
Creation of Employment

3
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STAKEHOLDER EXPECTATION
Conducive work environment
Reward on Performance
Institutional Stability
Capacity Building
Effective Communication
Efficient service delivery
Variety of products
Consideration of other forms of collateral
Support of Implementation of Kenya Vision
2030, MTP III, and the Big 4 Agenda
Timely progress reports on project
implementation
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AFC EXPECTATION
Optimal productivity
Delivery on performance
Employee Loyalty
Enhanced efficiency
Faster service delivery
Prompt loan repayment
Customer loyalty
Increased outreach
Support for AFC programs and projects.
Timely feedback on the reports
Continued support on financial and non-financial
resources
Total Support of AFC programs
Consideration for more grants
Timely consideration of funding proposals
Continued support in our programs.
Participation and feedback
Timely supply of quality goods and services
Provide accurate and timely information about
AFC
Active participation in Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) programs
Improved livelihoods.
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CHAPTER 3: STRATEGY DIRECTION FOR 2018-2022
3.1 OVERVIEW
The chapter presents the strategic direction which the Corporation will adopt during the Strategic Plan period
2018-2022. This is informed by the situational analysis conducted and presented in Chapter 2 and also by
various national development policies and strategies including Kenya Vision 2030, Medium Term Plan (MTP) III.
The Organization’s strategic focus, vision, goal mission, core values and key results areas of the organization are
presented.
3.2 VISION, MISSION AND CORE VALUES
VISION
To be the Premier Agricultural Development Bank in Kenya.
MISSION
To provide sustainable financing through participative and collaborative financial and non-financial interventions,
innovations, technology and products.
CORE VALUES
To fulfil its mandate, pursue the Vision and accomplish its Mission, AFC will be guided by its core values of:
(i) Customer Focus - We strive to put the customers’ needs first and ensure we add value in their lives;
(ii) Integrity - We are committed to adhering to moral and ethical principles to ensure efficiency in service
delivery;
(iii) Dedication - We are a responsible organization, committed to ensuring our intended clients, staff and
partners are well served and, that we have a lasting impact on Kenya’s agricultural sector;
(iv) Partnerships and Teamwork - We are committed to teamwork within the organization and partnering
with different stakeholders in the market in the delivery of our services;
(v) Social responsibility 3.3 STRATEGIC FOCUS AREAS (SFAS)
Based on the combination of the preceding sections, a couple of key strategic themes emerge:
1) Supporting the government’s Big 4 Agenda- As indicated earlier the government has a bold agenda for the
development of Kenya for the next 5 years. A core component involves enhancing food security through
the establishment of agriculture related infrastructure (e.g. cold chains, grain warehouses etc.), supporting
agriculture related SMEs, availing land, increasing the supply and quality of inputs and feeds and much more.
AFC could provide start-up debt for newly formed SMEs, input financing for farmers, working capital and
capital expenditure financing for SMEs and farmers that are unable to secure financing from the private
sector.
2) Driving economic & financial inclusion in agricultural value chains and segments such as women, youth and
marginalized groups that have historically been underserved - whereas agricultural lending has experienced
an increase in recent years, scale has yet to be attained and a large proportion of farmers remain excluded and
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underserved. Greater collaboration across government agencies, private sector players and donor agencies
is required to make significant impact. AFC should champion this agenda by driving increased collaboration
across relevant stakeholders. This will leverage AFC’s deep understanding of the gaps in agricultural lending
and the roles of the different stakeholders in the market, to identify potential areas of collaboration, and help
facilitate the partnerships.
3) Catalyzing lending to agriculture. Significant risks remain in the agriculture market inhibiting the various
private sector players. As a government organization, AFC has the opportunity to de-risk the sector to induce
private sector investment. Through the provision of innovative and bespoke financial instruments, such as;
partial credit guarantees, blended finance products, stop-loss instruments, reinsurance and direct credit lines
to the private sector AFC could foster an enabling environment for the private sector to participate.
4) Public Private Partnerships for resource mobilization. Kenya is a market led economy and the private sector has
built significant channel infrastructure which can be leveraged AFC could leverage off existing private sector
investments and infrastructure to extend financial services to the last mile in the agriculture sector. Through
mutually beneficial partnerships, AFC can support government’s development objectives through minimal
investment of public funds.
5) Increased cooperation with government agencies. International benchmarks indicate the need for increased
collaboration across government agencies. AFC could work more closely with research organizations that
collect important data and use this to inform its credit approval methods. Furthermore, AFC can help align
government agencies involved in the provision of credit and investments in infrastructure to be more impactful
through increased sharing of information.
6) Enhancing operational efficiencies. AFC needs to strengthen its internal capabilities and enhance operational
efficiency - most notably, for the future sustainability of AFC there are several aspects that need to implemented
before AFC can be a catalyzer to the agriculture sector of Kenya. Some of the identified areas include; taking
an internally concerted effort to increase recoveries, reduce non-performing loans, improve its cost efficiency,
enhance staff capabilities through training and recruitment, develop a clear value proposition per customer
segment, improve and automate internal processes.
7) Enhancing Governance & Management Framework
To implement its mandate effectively, the Corporation is required to operate within a governance and regulatory
framework. This not only enhances the governance of the organization, but also improves its credibility locally
and internationally. Enhanced governance framework will also allow the Corporation to compete in the
market effectively. The Corporation will endeavor to adhere to national, regional and international standards
requirements.
3.4 NEW BUSINESS MODEL
The current business model is not sustainable. The current budgetary allocations are insufficient to have a
significant impact on the agricultural sector. If these were to be increased significantly, this could have the potential
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to crowd out the private sector.
The low interest rates charged by AFC also limits the Corporation’s ability to grow its book substantially, thereby
maintaining the Corporation’s reliance on National Treasury transfers. Direct lending to consumers poses moral
hazard issues to AFC being a government institution. This is further entrenched whenever the government writes
off debts. As a result, customers’ unwillingness to repay outstanding loans continues to drive up NPLs.
Based on the above, during the next strategy period AFC will change its business model to
Improve the sustainability of the current business by refocusing support on larger to medium sized farmers
and SMEs, these should have a lower level of NPLs
Rationalize its staff complement and align branch network to customer base and with its core activities (as
opposed to the current large proportion of support staff ) and improve its operational sustainability
Re-price its lending to be closer in line with market rates, but still maintaining a slight discount in order to
improve financial sustainability
Continue to seek government support to establish a wholesale window to leverage private sector lending
Re-brand as a credit-only Agriculture Development Bank that provides innovative financial instruments
through partnerships and mobilizes funds through various sources
The new model is shown in figure 6 below:
Figure 6: Summary of the new Business Model
POTENTIAL PRODUCT
OFFERING

SOURCES FUNDING

National Treasury

Bond Issuance

NB: More
complex
products will
be rolled out
gradually

Banks
INDIRECT
1. Short and long-term
financing to other
financial service
providers
2. Credit guarantees
3. Subordinated debt/
concessional loans
4. Agric stop loss/
reinsurance

Donors

Other Governments
credit lines

CLIENTS SERVED

DIRECT
1. Input, land, machinery
& term/project
financing based on
alternative collateral
2. Warehouse receipt
financing

(Commercial
and MFIs)

Overall reach

Agri FinTechs
Agro businesses
SACCOs &
C0-operatives

Large Agro
Processors

Farmers,
particularly
youth and
women

Insurance
Providers

Direct large-scale
Farmers

Agroprocessors

Source: AFC | Genesis Analytics team analysis, 2018
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● Resources: Credit guarantee experts, reinsurance experts, credit officers per type of
product,
The full execution of the business model is dependent on AFC’s ability to raise additional funding.
● Channels: Branches, head office other financial institutions, FinTechs

The business model for the transformed AFC will have the following features:
Customer segments: Commercial banks, SACCOs, MFIs, FinTechs, MSMEs and large scale farmers
Asset-sideO
partnerships:
Commercial Banks, SACCOs, MFIs, FinTechs, other government agencies
3.5 STRATEGIC
BJECTIVES, INITIATIVES AND ACTIVITIES
Liability-side partnerships: donors, DFIs, technical experts and training agencies, other government agencies
Solutions/products:
Credit
guarantees,
lending,
working
capital
finance, capitalprocess
expenditure
In line with
the AFC’s Vision,
Mission
and direct
based
on the
strategy
development
of finance
subordinated debt, stop-loss, reinsurance
internal and external stakeholder consultations, review of Government of Kenya development
Resources: Credit guarantee experts, reinsurance experts, credit officers per type of product
goals, an Channels:
in-depthBranches,
review head
of existing
operations
and review
of current international practice in
office other
financial institutions,
FinTechs

agriculture financing, six strategic objectives have been identified for the AFC over
3.5 STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES,
INITIATIVES
AND ACTIVITIES
the next
strategic
period. These
objectives
and associated detailed activities are
In
line
with
the
AFC’s
vision,
mission
and
based
on
the strategy development process of internal and external
articulated in the sections that follow.

stakeholder consultations, review of government of Kenya development goals, an in-depth review of existing
operations
and review
of current
international
past practiceGovernment,
in agriculture financing,
strategicand
objectives
The current
secured
funding
of KES
14.7 billionfrom
bilateralsixdonors
loanshave
been identified for AFC over the next strategic period. These objectives and associated detailed activities are
from development banks (Annex 2) limits the number of activities/ products the Corporation
articulated in the sections that follow.
can reasonably
However,
the from
identified
The currentexecute.
secured funding
of KES through
14.7 billionthe
fromsuccessful
government,implementation
bilateral donors andofloans
development
blended
finance
instruments
the
Corporation
can
leverage
private
and
donor
sector
funds
to
banks (Annex 2) limits the number of activities/ products the Corporation can reasonably execute. However,
through
the successful implementation
of the
identified blended finance instruments the Corporation can
achieve
the Government’s
developmental
outcomes.
leverage private and donor sector funds to achieve the government’s development outcomes.

Table
13: Summary
AFC’s
newobjectives,
strategic initiatives
objectives,
Table
13: Summary
of AFC’sof
new
strategic
andinitiatives
activities and activities
Strategic initiatives

Activities

Year of
launch

Strategic Objective 1: Enhance government collaboration to achieve Big Four Agenda and minimize wastage
Partner with all credit
providing government
institutions e.g.
commodity funds etc.

Establish Big Four
Agenda product lines

Increase data sharing across government credit organizations
Jointly setup farmer database in collaboration with Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock
and Fisheries
Partner with research agencies and credit organizations to develop tailored products
per value chain
Explore possibilities to synchronize overlapping functions within government
agencies in the agricultural sector
Increase large scale food production; Develop farmer subsidy loan product
jointly with related government agencies

2019
2019
2019
2021
2019

Increase agricultural productivity and profitability; Create warehouse receipt
& credit guarantee product

2022+

Develop start up debt financing product for newly established SMEs

2020

Reduce cost of food; Source for potential PPP investors and jointly finance
medium to large Agriculture infrastructure e.g. cold storage, silos, feed-systems etc.
Strategic Objective 2: Drive financial inclusion in agriculture sector
Continue to develop a lending window/products targeting the marginalized
Develop lending
segments
products for
Seek partnerships for capacity building to entrench inclusion in AFC
marginalized sectors in
programs/Projects
agribusiness (Youth,
Develop partnerships to mobilize funds for lending/catalysing lending to the
Women, People in ASALs excluded segment
and Islamic Finance)
Measure the impact of financial inclusion initiatives

2020

2019
2019
2019
2020

Strategic Objective 3: Develop a wholesale lending model to de-risk and catalyze private sector agriculture financing
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Level of
Complexity

medium to large Agriculture infrastructure e.g. cold storage, silos, feed-systems etc.
Strategic Objective 2: Drive financial inclusion in agriculture sector
Continue to develop a lending window/products targeting the marginalized
Develop lending
segments
AGRICULTURAL
FINANCE CORPORATION STRATEGIC PLAN
products for
Seek partnerships for capacity building to entrench inclusion in AFC
marginalized sectors in
programs/Projects
agribusiness (Youth,
Develop partnerships to mobilize funds for lending/catalysing lending to the
Women, People in ASALs excluded segment
and Islamic Finance)
Table
13: Summary of AFC’s
new the
strategic
objectives,
initiatives
and activities (Continued)
Measure
impact of
financial inclusion
initiatives

2020

2018
2022

2019
2019
2019

2020 of
Year
launch
Strategic Objective 3: Develop a wholesale lending model to de-risk and catalyze private sector agriculture financing

Strategic initiatives

Develop wholesale
products tailored to the
private sector and target
segments

Activities

Develop credit guarantee products
Develop asset backed products that aggregate agriculture loans from the private
sector.
Develop Bancasurance products and partner with insurers

Level of
Complexity

2020
2022
2021

Explore partnerships to build credit guarantee capability

2019AFC:|29

Develop a dedicated partnership desk and appoint a partnership manager

2019

Establish project finance desk in partnership with a bank
2020
Formulate partnerships
Deploy
wholesale
products
to
SACCOs,
MFIs,
banks,
insurance
companies,
large
with the private sector
2019
agro-processors and agro-dealers and Ag-FinTechs
Measure impact of wholesale lending model
2020
Strategic Objective 4: Diversify funding sources to ensure organization sustainability and reduce single source funding
dependencies
Amend AFC Act to ensure; ability to offer insurance/Bancassurance products,
Amend AFC Act
removal of restriction on borrowing to £15 million, and change of the Corporation
2019
name to the Agricultural Development Bank of Kenya
Establish dedicated funding partnership desk to identify and source potential
Formulate Partnerships
2019
funders
with funders
(donors/DFIs)
Enter/ Explore partnerships with investment partners and multilateral institutions
2020
Partner with the National Treasury, Capital Markets Authority and Central Bank of
2021
Kenya to be able to build debt issuing capability
Issue commercial and
Obtain Treasury’s guarantee to issue bonds
2021
green bonds
Hire blended finance expert
2022
Strategic Objective 5: Optimize the business model and accordingly enhance operational efficiencies to realize cost
savings
Review loan interest rates to be informed by or guided by market lending rates
2019

Optimize the business
model

Reduce overheads for
increased efficiency
Increase automation
across the organization

Enhance organizational
capabilities

Rebalance loan book to be primarily a wholesale book (65%)

2019

Enhance recoveries and reduce NPLs to increase size of the revolving fund
Rationalize staff complement and align branch network to customer base and with its
core activities
Re-brand as a credit-only Agriculture Development Bank that provides innovative
financial instruments through partnerships and mobilizes funds through various
sources.
Conduct a human capital audit and develop rationalization plan

2019
2019
2019
2019
2020

Lease/sell or scale down sizes of existing branches to unlock cost efficiencies
Carry out BPR, and automate where possible relevant processes e.g. credit,
recoveries, marketing, origination, queries
Reduce loan approval times through the use of digital credit scoring

2019

Establish Head of treasury operations

2020

Establish Head of wholesale products

2020

Establish Head of direct lending

2019

Conduct training for technical staff

2019

Strategic Objective 6: Enhance governance & management framework
Adherence to statutory and legal requirements e.g Constitution of Kenya, AFC Act,
PPOA, Labour Laws, Environment and land laws.
Regulatory requirements including CMA Act, CBK Prudential Guidelines, Regulation
Enhance Governance &
by Kenya National Audit Office (KENAO), IFRS 9 and other statutes.
management framework
Enhanced compliance to standards, ISO 9001:2015, AADFI-PSGRS, BASEL III,
Ensure AFC is rated by and independent international rating agency.

2019

2019
2019
2019
2020

Note: Level of complexity rates the difficulty of executing each activity. The rating is based on the level of effort and resources required,
Note:
Level of complexity rates the difficulty of executing each activity. The rating is based on the level of effort and resources required,
whether
new
capabilities are
andand
the the
reliance
on external
institutions
whether
new
capabilities
arerequired
required
reliance
on external
institutions
Key: Green is low; Orange is medium; Red is high
Key: Green is low; Orange is medium; Red is high
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3.5.1 Enhance government collaboration to achieve big four agenda
This strategic objective involves ensuring collaboration across multiple government agencies to guarantee
the successful implementation of the Big Four Agenda. This is guided by the number of agriculture related
government agencies operating in the market identified in Table 7 above, and the need to efficiently manage
limited budgetary allocations.
3.5.1.1 Partner with all credit providing government institutions
Government agencies involved in credit or financial provision to the agriculture sector include AFC, state owned
banks (i.e. National Bank of Kenya, Consolidated Bank and Development Bank of Kenya), the Commodity Fund, the
Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries and County Governments. Increased collaboration across these
and related organizations, such as those in research, technical support and infrastructure provision, will enhance
the impact and efficiency of government objectives.
Increased sharing of data across these Government agencies is a prerequisite for the collaboration to be
effective. This will entail sharing the nature and duration of projects and products offered, the individuals, segments
and regions reached, and the continued tracking of impact/successes, as well as any relevant research being
developed. Through this a clear view of areas of overlap and winning strategies will be identified. Furthermore,
tailored products per value chain will be developed and can be issued in collaboration with other agencies for
increased impact.
Similarly, efforts by the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries to develop a nationwide database of
farmers should be supported. This should be achieved through the sharing of existing farmer information (once
direct consent from individual farmers has been sought) and utilizing AFC’s branch network to facilitate further
farmer registrations. Furthermore, AFC will scope the software and type of data output that the Ministry will use
to ensure compatibility with AFC’s core banking system, as well as other agencies.
Next, AFC will seek to synchronize functional overlaps in other similar government agencies in the sector.
These should be governed by the findings around overlaps and potential winning strategies. This will require
close associations with the relevant ministries, National Treasury and County Governments to ensure they are
completed. While mergers or acquisitions are yet to be completed, efforts must be made to avoid infringing
on the mandate of other government agencies. Similarly, AFC’s past experiences with partnering with various
agencies will be leveraged to determine the best approaches to employ and identifying the likelihood of success.
With the need to be mindful of following existing government protocol in engaging with different agencies,
the execution of any partnership is likely to take some time to conclude. AFC will, however, begin developing a
database tracking the interventions, product offerings and research areas of the relevant agencies in 2019. This is
targeted to be achieved through the periodic reviewing of agencies’ reports and media publications.
3.5.1.2 Establish big four agenda product lines
It is expected that all related government agencies will seek to support the Big Four Agenda. Leveraging the
increased collaboration from the previous initiative, AFC will champion driving the implementation of the Big
Four Agenda by creating dedicated products to support the initiative.
AFC will proactively develop a subsidy loan product with related agencies tailored for women and youth
farmers producing for the Strategic Food Reserve (SFR) from 2019. This will require working with all agencies to
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identify opportunities/ farmers, evaluate their existing and future needs, and tailoring products for them. KES 1.3
billion over the four year period should be allocated for this .
AFC will engage the relevant government ministry to obtain and administer the Mechanization Fund. This will
involve the direct leasing, hire purchase, sale of the machinery, and managing the loan repayment portfolio. The
execution of this will require continued collaboration with county governments and government agencies and
alignment with their programs. Funds collected from repayments will be revolved to further finance mechanization.
Once standards and regulations are formalized for the warehouse receipt system (WRS), AFC will champion
WRS based lending. This will be achieved by developing a guarantee product to help de-risk the market for other
financial service providers. AFC will then leverage its partnerships within the private sector to help drive uptake of
the system.
The Big Four Agenda calls for PPPs to be established to expand production of maize, potatoes, rice and feeds by
700,000 acres and in the development of post-harvest handling facilities. AFC will therefore source for potential
investors to jointly finance medium to large infrastructure projects from 2020. This will be achieved by scoping
for large regional or international agro-processors already operating in the market, and linking them to potential
infrastructure opportunities available from one of the government agencies. Next, AFC will help facilitate the
structuring of the arrangement, with the potential of AFC to offer debt financing to the PPP.
Lastly, AFC will need to develop debt financing products for the 1,000 production level SMEs. This will be in the
form of direct lending to the SMEs for their short and long term needs, as well as offering credit guarantees to other
FSPs, agro-processors and agro-dealers. The products should be launched from 2019.
3.5.2 Drive financial inclusion in the agriculture sector
Overall, AFC will strive towards extending financial inclusion in the agriculture sector particularly for marginalized
groups in agribusiness such as youth, women and people in arid and semi-arid lands (ASALs).
This is to be achieved by ensuring that 10% of the loan book is allocated to marginalized groups (by 2020)
through both direct and indirect lending. To this end, AFC will ensure that it develops the internal capacity to
develop and roll out tailored products for these segments. The Corporation will also partner with FSPs with a
similar focus, and seeks additional funding to be allocated exclusively to these segments. To ensure that lessons are
learnt for improvement or replication, AFC will measure the impact of all its inclusion initiatives by 2020 and ensure
successes are replicated and recommendations made for improvement.
3.5.3 Develop a wholesale lending model to de-risk and catalyze private sector agriculture financing
A number of FSPs are implementing and piloting different models to increase credit extension and insurance
coverage to the agriculture sector. Financial service provision however remains limited to only a few segments and
value chains due to the identified market failures and barriers.
The first strategic objective, therefore, involves leveraging the sizeable reach and promising models the private
sector offers by aiming to de-risking the sector for private sector players in order to catalyze increased financial
service provision. Care will be taken to develop solutions that are tailored to meet the exact institutional needs of
AFC partners.
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3.5.3.1 Develop wholesale products tailored to the private sector and target segments
Section 2.3 (b) above identifies the private sector’s limited understanding of the real and perceived risks involved
in financial service provision to the agriculture sector. Furthermore, the review of AFC operations identified
significant inefficiencies and challenges to the existing business model. As a result, AFC will primarily focus on
developing wholesale products that will encourage the increased provision of financial services by FSPs to the
agriculture sector, while reducing moral hazard issues related to AFC’s direct lending. By 2022 these products will
account for a maximum of 65% of the organization’s annual funding allocation.
The first product to be launched in 2020 is Credit Guarantee Schemes (CGS) to the different type of credit
providing financial institutions (i.e. banks, SACCOs, MFIs etc.). These CGSs will be for individual loans where FSPs
have a direct link with the borrower, and assess each application on a case-by-case basis. These CGSs will be
tailored for agricultural lending in loose value chains, for long-term/capital investments, to small-holder farmers,
MSME agro-processors and dealers, and women and youth segments. They will be purposed to either increase the
FSPs understanding of the non-traditional value chains or segments, or to help the FSPs deal with the seasonality
of agriculture, affecting farmers’ ability to repay loans. These CGS will cover a maximum of 60% to 70% of the
default value to ensure FSPs are adequately motivated to adopt the product, while minimizing on the potential
moral hazard risk . The fees charged by AFC should be structured such that they are based on the administrative
costs incurred, but not more than 3% of the loan amount. Efforts should be made to ensure the fees are split
between the FSP and the end customer, thereby not overburdening the end customer. AFC will allocate a total of
KES 5.8 billion over the four years to these risk sharing facilities .
AFC will also develop asset backed products that aggregate agriculture loans from the private sector, to be sold
on to raise capital. In this product, banks will be offered origination fees to identify potential loans to be passed
on to AFC to securitize and sell. Care will need to be taken to ensure the origination fee is sufficient and to work
closely with the banks so they do not cherry pick the best agriculture loans for themselves, and only pass on very
high risk loans. The organization will further need to enhance its underwriting capabilities to ensure the quality
of loans to securitize, as well as growing its credibility internationally. These assets, can further be listed on the
Nairobi Securities Exchange to be traded publicly. Due to their complexity these products should be launched
from 2022. A guideline to actualize this initiative is imperative.

Figure 7: Asset backed security products
AFC pay FSPs fee
for originating
loans
Farmer

Ag processor

Ag SME

Source: AFC | Genesis Analytics Team Analysis
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The last product to be developed relates to reinsurance products. This will involve providing stop-loss insurance
for other insurance firms offering agricultural insurance from 2021. This will reduce net liability on individual risks
and offer catastrophic protection from large losses, thereby reducing the cost of premiums charged to the end
clients. This will require AFC to partner with other reinsurers with existing experience in the agricultural sector. KES
502 million will be allocated to these type of products . In addition, the Corporation must also develop internal
competencies to provide bancassurance products and services.
Across all the mentioned products, AFC will develop specific capabilities to adequately structure the products to
meet the needs of the industry and ensure the organization’s financial sustainability. With regards to the CGS, AFC
will seek partners with established experience in structuring, funding and administering credit guarantees from
2019 to build these capabilities internally. The partnership will involve the sharing of information and seconding of
staff members, where possible, for specified durations of time.
3.5.3.2 Formulate partnerships with the private sector
The Corporation needs to develop specific capabilities to identify, engage and execute partnerships. To this end, a
dedicated partnership desk will be created from 2019 with the appointment of a head/ manager for it. The head/
manager will require in-depth understanding of wholesale products and have experience with FSPs in the market.
Part of the desk’s role will be to deploy wholesale products to other financial service providers, large agroprocessors and agro-dealers. This will involve identifying potential partners, working with business to tailor the
de-risking products to the organization, followed by facilitating their roll out. Initially, the focus should be on
institutions with existing exposures in the agricultural sector such as banks, MFBs, farmer based SACCOs, insurance
and reinsurance firms, and select FinTechs. Once consistent impact has been recorded in these institutions, AFC
will venture to support less experienced organizations.
Next, AFC will develop a project finance desk in partnership in conjunction with a suitable bank(s) from 2020.
This will serve to coordinate and manage the administrative requirements related to project finance projects for
business and large infrastructure investments. Similarly, the selection of a partner will rely on the banks past and
existing experience in the field.
Tracking of the uptake/ utilization of wholesale products and partnerships, and the impact to end customers will
be carried out continuously. This will be achieved through mandatory periodic reports submitted by implementing
partners, which will be supplemented by in-person visits to the premises of the implementing partners, and where
possible, field visits. Examples of data points to be recorded include customer demographics, portfolio at risk/
default rates, claims and any changes/ adaptations to the FSP’s credit scoring processes. These evaluations will
serve to identify potential enhancements to the product offering, as well as the scaling up of winning strategies.
Targets for these metrics will be set will contracting with the implementing partners and will form the basis of
renewal of contracts with FSPs going forward.
3.5.4 Diversify funding sources to ensure organization sustainability and reduce single source funding
dependencies
The Corporation’s current funding structure limits the ability to have significant impact in the market, as evidenced
in Section 2.3 (d). AFC therefore needs to diversify its funding sources to utilize both blended financing options
and increased government transfers. The deployment of other more complex strategic activities is reliant on the
successful execution of this initiative.
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3.5.4.1 Amend the Agricultural Finance Corporation Act
The current Act allows significant flexibility in the type of products the organization can offer . Therefore AFC will
seek amend the Act to:
i. Provide for insurance/bancassurance products
ii. Restriction of total indebtedness to the sum of fifteen million pounds, and rather have it as “any limit that
National Treasury agrees upon”
iii. Change the name of the Act and the organization to the Agricultural Development Bank of Kenya (ADBK).
Once developed, the proposed amendments will be tabled in Parliament for debate as early as possible in 2019.
The Corporation will need to advocate effectively to key influential bodies such as the Ministry of Agriculture
livestock and fisheries, and the National Treasury to lobby for the changes.
Note: AFC will not seek to be a deposit taking institution as this would most likely require Central Bank of Kenya
approval, and from past precedent may not be granted.
3.5.4.2 Formulate partnerships with funders (Donors/ DFIS)
As highlighted above, development partners have an appetite to fund agricultural finance projects in Kenya that
have the potential to achieve significant impact. Donors and DFIs therefore represent viable opportunities for AFC
to form funding partnerships.
A dedicated partnership desk is required to drive the identification and sourcing of potential funders from 2019.
The person charged with managing this desk will require prior experience in the donor/ DFI space to ensure
success.
Further analysis and adherence with standard government policy is required to determine the appropriateness
or compatibility with any partner based on, but not limited to, their overall strategic focus, historical associations
with the government of Kenya, related projects experience and availability of funding.
The AFC’s historic financial and portfolio performance has limited the willingness of donors/ DFIs to partner
with the organization. Therefore, ultimately the effectiveness of the partnership desk will rely closely on the AFC’s
ability to improve its operational efficiencies and evidence continued impact in the agricultural sector. AFC will
therefore aim to launch a partnership in desk 2020 having made targeted improvements in the operating model
and overall impact in 2019.
3.5.4.3 Issue commercial and green bonds
In an attempt to diversity its sources of funding, AFC will explore using the capital markets to issue commercial
and green bonds. Although there are no explicit changes required in AFC Act, the organization will need to
acquire guarantees from The National Treasury in order to issue bonds to the public. There is also a need to
internally review existing procedures, financials and legal framework to ensure that AFC fully adheres to the listing
requirements for corporate and green bonds. These initiatives will be launched in 2021.
Currently, the green bond market is awaiting operationalization as the capital markets regulator seeks to finalize
the guidelines and framework for issuance. AFC can therefore aim to engage with the capital markets regulator,
position itself as a key potential issuer and possibly contribute to the framework building process. Consequently,
AFC will also need to intentionally lend to ‘green’ projects to align itself to the broader green bond guidelines.
‘Green’ projects would focus on issues such as climate change, smart agriculture, post-harvest management,
protection and conservation of fish critical habits, price stabilization schemes for livestock and crop farmers
among others .
AFC will hire a blended finance expert for the design and roll out of bonds. This can, however, be delayed until
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after a partnership has been established with The National Treasury and the CMA, and that an approval is likely, so
as to save on expenditures on the new asset.
Within the fourth strategic objective, AFC will enhance its operational efficiencies, thereby addressing the
existing inefficiencies identified in the review of the operating model in Section 3. Improvements will serve to
enhance AFC’s value proposition, improve the organization’s financial position and enhance its credibility. This is
achieved through four main strategic initiatives.
3.5.5 Optimize the business model and accordingly enhance operational efficiencies to realize cost
savings
3.5.5.1 Optimize the business model
An optimization of the business model is required in light of the changes to the organization. Within this, the first
activity to be launched in 2019 involves reviewing AFC’s interest rates for its direct lending to ensure financial
stability going forward. The new rates should trend more closely with broader market movements to better reflect
the country’s macroeconomic conditions, but still be at a discount to that of private sector players. This will require
working closely with The National Treasury to get the required approvals.
AFC will rebalance its book towards becoming primarily a wholesale institution. This will be achieved by drawingdown on direct lending to account for a maximum of 25% of the annual funding allocation by 2022 by limiting
new direct lending to Big Four Agenda programs only, and where possible selling off a proportion of the book to
other private institutions. AFC will therefore need to drawdown the loan book by 29% annually, starting from KES
6.8 billion at 2017, to KES 1.3 billion at 2022 . In addition, wholesale lending should account for a maximum of 65%
of the annual funding allocation from 2022.
AFC will further enhance its capabilities around recoveries in order to reduce the organization’s NPLs. This will be
carried out from 2019 by harmonizing the definition of portfolio at risk across all departments in the organization,
reviewing and optimizing the recoveries procedure to resemble that of commercial banks, and deploying a debt
management system.
3.5.5.2 Reduce overheads for increased efficiency
There is a need to reduce the existing high cost structure of the organization. This is further motivated by the
organization’s shift towards becoming a primarily wholesale institution. AFC therefore requires a gradual
rationalization of the branch and support staff in order to increase the organization’s efficiency and significantly
reduce operating expenses. To achieve this, a human capital audit will be carried out in 2019 to assess the
capabilities of key roles and their relevance within the new business model. This will prioritize the roles to be
rationalized going forward.
As a result, AFC will further rationalize its number of branches through appropriate means from 2020. The
rationalization should be driven by the current profitability and expected activity at the branch (requiring alignment
to Big Four Agenda planned projects). Through this, cost efficiencies will be unlocked.
3.5.5.3 Increase automation across the organization
AFC will carry out a BPR of all its processes in 2019, leveraging the BPR audit carried out in the previous strategic
period. Where possible, processes such as loan origination, queries, credit and recoveries should be automated.
Furthermore, AFC will centralize loan approvals and processing to streamline the loan approval process. This will
increase the back office efficiency, as well as reducing the turnaround time for the loan approval process, thereby
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enhancing AFC’s customer value proposition for its direct lending.
Similarly, AFC will develop the capabilities to deploy digital credit scoring, leveraging the efforts by the Ministry
of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries to develop a database of all farmers. This should be executed concurrently
with the BPR. Beyond saving on time, this will ultimately serve to improve the quality of the book.
3.5.5.4 Enhance organizational capabilities
The new business model warrants additional capabilities that are not currently present in the Corporation. This
is in addition to those capabilities identified in previous sections around structuring of products, need for a head
of partnerships and blended finance expert, and around driving government collaborations. The additional
capabilities to gain include:
Head of treasury operations - whose primary role will be to raise debt finance and manage the cash balances
received from donors, grants and government funding and ensure funds are invested in the appropriate
manner from 2020
Head of wholesale products - This unit is responsible for overall deal structuring, execution and portfolio
management of the various products of the organization. There will be a manager for each type of product.
The role further requires the identifying of private sector partners to conduct on-lending and target financing
to priority value chains as the Big Four Agenda from 2020
Head of reinsurance - whose primarily responsible will be managing interventions in the insurance sector
through reinsurance. The department will focus on conducting risk assessment and structuring of products
to de-risk the agricultural sector from an insurance perspective from 2021
Head of direct lending - whose primary role will be focused on the organization’s direct lending. This will
allow operations to focus on its mandate of monitoring and ensuring operational efficiencies across the
organization from 2019
In addition to this, AFC will need to carry out continuous training of technical staff to ensure their continued
capability to execute on the organization’s mandate.
Monitoring of the impact to the marginalized segments is necessary to ensure AFC is meeting their needs.
3.5.6 Enhance governance & management framework
The AFC mandate will be effectively implemented by adhering to relevant legal, statutory, governance and
regulatory framework.This will ensure credibility locally and internationally. Enhanced governance framework will
also allow the Corporation to compete favorably within the agricultural finance market. AFC will also endeavor to
adhere to national, regional and international standards requirements by implementing the following initiatives:
Adherence to statutory and legal requirements e.g Constitution of Kenya, AFC Act, PPOA, Labour Laws,
Environment and land laws
Regulatory requirements including CMA Act, CBK Prudential Guidelines, Regulation by Kenya National Audit
Office (KENAO), IFRS 9 and other Acts, legal and regulatory requirements
Enhanced compliance to standards, ISO 9001:2015, AADFI-PSGRS, BASEL III etc
Ensure AFC is rated by an independent international rating agency
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CHAPTER FOUR: IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGIC PLAN
4.1 OVERVIEW
This chapter details how the Corporation will operationalize the Strategic Plan and outlines a detailed Implementation Framework (IF) covering the Strategy Plan period. It covers the structure of the organization, staff
establishment, financial resources, rebranding strategy, implementation matrix and resource requirements and
Risk Analysis and Mitigation Measures.
The key activities for the implementation and coordination will include
a)
Sensitizing staff on their roles in the Plan implementation
b)
Communicating the Plan to various stakeholders;
c)
Assigning and communicating roles and responsibilities to different players
d)
Allocating resources as per priority activities identified in the Plan
e)
Setting up a Strategic Plan implementation committee
f)
Preparing annual work plans
g)
Monitoring and evaluating the implementation process and
h)
Conducting a post-implementation review to bring out lessons learnt and share the results
with relevant stakeholders

Figure 5: Proposed Organizational structure
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4.2 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The new 2018-2022 Strategic Plan warrants a restructuring of AFC’s organizational structure. This is in order to
reflect the new key business areas and reorganize support roles following the reduction in direct lending. Figure 5
below highlights the key departments required to deliver on this. The implementation of the new organizational
structure will be staggered in line with the achievement of key milestones in the Strategic Plan.
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CHAPTER FOUR: IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGIC PLAN
4.3 STAFF ESTABLISHMENT
4.3 STAFF ESTABLISHMENT
TheCorporation’s
Corporation’s staff
staff establishment
establishment isisasassummarized
below
The
summarized
below
POSITION
Managing director
head of Departments
Regional Managers
Divisional heads
Branch managers
Accountants
Marketing officers
Planning and resource mobilization
Research and business development
Personal Assistant
Credit officers- Operation
credit officers-Loan recoveries
Legal officers
Risk officers
Personal secretaries
Clerks
Human resource officers
Auditors
Telephone operators
welfare officers
Customer service
ICT officers
Corporate communication officers
Procurement officers
Customer cares
Caretaker /logistic & support staff
Drivers
Security officers

TOTAL

ESTABLISHMENT
1
11
6
19
47
78
1
4
5
1
68
9
6
4
11
68
6
7
3
1
3
10
2
3
52
54
78
4

562

IN-POST
1
10
6
6
45
42
2
4
5
1
89
9
9
4
11
68
6
7
3
1
3
8
3
2
43
59
66
4

517

VARIANCE
0
-1
0
-13
-2
-36
1
0
0
0
21
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-2
1
-1
-9
5
-12
0

-45

4.4
HUMAN RDEVELOPMENT
ESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIES
4.4 HUMAN
RESOURCE
STRATEGIES
To ensure continuous development and management of its human capital, AFC has adopted and will continue
To ensure continuous development and management of its human capital, AFC has
to improve on the following strategies and policies;
adopted and will continue to improve on the following strategies and policies;
1)
AFC Staff Policy Manual and Human Resource Manual
1) AFC Staff Policy Manual and Human Resource Manual.
2)
AFC Staff Training Policy Manual
AFCStaff
Staff
Trainingsystem
Policy Manual.
3) 2) AFC
Appraisal
3)
AFC
Staff
Appraisal
system.
4)
Annual staff training needs
assessment
4)
Annual
staff
training
needs
assessment,
5)
Integrated human resource
Information
Management System
5) Integrated human resource Information Management System.

4.5 RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE REBRANDING STRATEGY
With the new
in place, AFC O
will
pick up on efforts to rebrand the organization in line with the new
4.5 strategy
RECOMMENDATIONS
N THE REBRANDING STRATEGY
business model and strategic direction. A revision of some key areas of the work already carried out is necessary
to With
ensurethe
thenew
continued
efficacy.
This AFC
includes:
strategy
in place,
will pick up on efforts to rebrand the organization in line
Thethe
list of
keybusiness
beneficiaries/stakeholders
to include
more AFSPs,
government
agencies
and of
donors
with
new
model and strategic
direction.
revision
of some
key areas
the work
Sphere
of
influence
to
reflect
AFC’s
mandate
to
help
channel
lending
to
worthy
business
models and
already carried out is necessary to ensure the continued efficacy. This includes:
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insurance products, and less on dealing directly with farming inputs
Business pillars, if necessary
Brand pillars to include support of other institutions (separate from inclusivity) and enhancing efficiency in
government agricultural initiatives
Building from this, the rebranding strategy will need to analyze the ideal positioning and forms of messaging
required to successfully reach each key beneficiary/ stakeholder. The experience of the Head of Partnerships will
be leveraged here.
A new brand identity will need to be developed, incorporating the key findings with the visual elements that will
communicate the brand to the public. This will include, but not be limited to the organization’s name change, logo,
tagline, colours, stationary and marketing paraphernalia. Once developed, an organized launch that factors in the
introduction of new business lines will need to be coordinated to both external and internal customers.
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4.6 IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX

Partner with
all credit
providing
government
institutions

Establish Big
Four Agenda
product lines

1.1

1.2

Strategic
initiatives

Risk

Jointly setup farmer
database in
collaboration with
Ministry of Agriculture &
Irrigation
Partner with research
agencies and credit
organizations to
develop tailored
products per value
chain

OPS

Strate
gy

BDD

Explore possibilities to
synchronize overlapping
functions in similar
government agencies

Increase large scale
food production ;
Develop farmer subsidy
loan product jointly with
related government

BDD:
OPS,
Risk

Enhance collaboration
with County
governments to jointly
finance critical market
infrastructure and reach
the financially excluded

OPS

Strate
gy

Risk

Lead
Dept. /
Unit

Increase data sharing
across government
credit organizations

Major Deliverables

Input
Subsidy
Products

Streamlin
ed
Service
delivery
(AFC &
other
Agric
Agencies
)

.

Identified
collabora
tion
areas

Product/
Services
Needs
Assessm
ent
Report

Joint
farmers'
database

A
harmoniz
ed Data
Matrix
Report on
all
services
&
products
by
agencies

Estimate Expected
Cost/
Output
(Kshs M)

1. No. of Subsidy
products developed
and launched

1. No, of overlapping
function identified &
Streamlined

1. No. of Jointly
financed (AFCCounty)
infrastructure
projects

1. No of products
developed

1. No. of value chains
& farmers covered by
database

2. No. of data sharing
and reporting
agencies

1. No. of MoUs signed

Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)

Implementation Timelines
2018
2019
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
2020
Q1 Q2

Impact: Improved food security, increased incomes (especially for small holders) and enhanced contribution of agriculture to GDP growth

Outcome: Increased smallholder productivity, value addition(agro processing) and access to markets.

Objective 1: Enhance Government collaboration to achieve Big Four Agenda

4.6 IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX

Q3

Q4

2021
Q1 Q2
Q3

Q3

Q4
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Increase large scale
food production ;
Develop farmer subsidy
loan product jointly with
related government
agencies
Increase agricultural
productivity and
profitability; Create
warehouse receipt &
credit guarantee
product
Reduce cost of food;
Source for potential PPP
investors and jointly
finance medium to large
Agriculture
infrastructure e.g. cold
storage, silos, feedsystems etc.
Develop startup debt
financing product for
newly established SMEs

Total Cost Objectives1

Establish Big
Four Agenda
product lines

OPS

OPS

OPS

Strate
gy

OPS

Strate
gy

Kshs.

400
agrobased
SMEs
financed

At least
10 PPP
Financed
infrastruc
ture
projects

WRS
Product.

Input
Subsidy
Products

1. Financing
product/debt fund
established
2. No. of new startups SMEs financed.

1. No. of financing
partnership
Agreements signed
2. No. of target
projects jointly
financed

1. No. of WRS
product developed
and launched

1. No. of Subsidy
products developed
and launched

2.1

Develop and
roll-out
lending
Model/produc
ts for
Marginalized
sectors in
agribusiness
(Youth,
Women,
People in

Strategic
initiatives

Seek partnerships for

Develop a lending
window/product
targeting the
marginalized
segments.

Major Deliverables

Four

Strategy
Dept

MD's

Expected
Output

3 Credit
products
specific to
marginalized
groups
(Youth,
Women &
ASAL
farmers)

Lead
Estimate
Department / Cost/
Unit
(Ksh M)

1. Number of

1). Number of
products
developed
2) Percentage
of the loan
book held by
the target
groups.

Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)
2018
2019
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

Q3

2020
Q1 Q2

Q3

Q4

2021
Q1 Q2

Implementation Timelines
Q4

Impact: Increased employment, improved incomes and poverty reduction among the Youth, Women and other marginalized groups

Objective 2 : Drive Financial Inclusion in Agriculture Sector
Outcome: Increased participation of Youth, Women and Marginalized groups in the Agricultural Sector.

1.2

Agencies
)

Q3 Q4

Q3

Q4
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Kshs.

established
2. No. of new startups SMEs financed.

Total Cost Obj. 2

Measure the Impact
of financial Inclusion
initiatives

Develop partnerships
to mobilize funds for
lending/catalysing
lending to the
segment

Seek partnerships for

capacity abuilding
Develop
lendingto
entrench inclusion in
window/product
AFC
targeting the
programmes/Projects
marginalized
segments.

ASALs) and
Develop
roll-out
lending
Model/produc
ts for
Marginalized
sectors in
agribusiness
(Youth,
Women,
People in

Strategy
Dept

Strategy
Dept /
Finance /
Ops

MD's

Strategy
Dept

office

Ksh

Lead
Estimate
Department / Cost/
Unit
(Ksh M)

One Impact
Assement
Report,

1. No. of impact
reviews
conducted

2. Amount of
Money
mobilized and
disbursed to
target
segment.

Raise Kshs. 3
billion

Four

building
specific
to of
1. Number
target groups
1. Number of
partnership
secured

partnership
secured for
1).
Number of
capacity
products
building.
developed
2)Amount
Percentage
2.
of
of
the loan
Money
book
held
by
mobilized and
the
target
utilized
for
groups.
capacity

Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)

farmers)

Partnerships
3
Credit
established
products
for capacity
specific
to
building(You
marginalized
th,
Women,
groups
Faith
Based
(Youth,
& ASAL &
Women
farmers)
ASAL

Expected
Output
2018
2019
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2
Q3

Q4

2020
Q1 Q2
Q3

Q4

3.1

Increase
AFCs Market
Share by
Developing
wholesale
products
tailored to
the private
sector and
target
segments

Strategic
initiatives

Strategy

Strategy

Develop credit

Two

Four
Partners
hips for
credit
guarant
ee
capacity
building

1. No. of Credit

1. No. of CGSs
partnerships
established for
capacity
building
2. Operational
Credit
Guarantee unit

Lead
Estimate Expected Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)
Department Cost/
Output
/ Unit
(Ksh M)

Explore partnerships
to build credit
guarantee capability

Major Deliverables

2018
2019
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

Q3

Q4

2020
Q1 Q2

Q3

Q4

2021
Q1 Q2

Implementation Timelines

2021
Q1 Q2

Implementation Timelines

Impact: Commercialization of smallholder producers and rural agribusinesses, increased employment and poverty reduction through improved incomes.

Outcome: Increased access to and use of financial services by the rural poor and smallholder agripreneurs

Objective 3: Develop a wholesale lending model to de-risk and catalyze private sector agriculture financing.

2.1

Major Deliverables

Strategic
initiatives

Impact: Increased employment, improved incomes and poverty reduction among the Youth, Women and other marginalized groups

Objective 2 : Drive Financial Inclusion in Agriculture Sector
Outcome: Increased participation of Youth, Women and Marginalized groups in the Agricultural Sector.

Total Cost Objectives1

SMEs
financed

Q3 Q4

Q3 Q4

Q3

Q4

2022
Q1 Q2

Q3

Q4
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Total Cost Obj. 2

Strategy
Dept
Ksh

One Impact
Assement
Report,
1. No. of impact
reviews
conducted

3.2

3.1

Formulate
partnerships

Increase
AFCs Market
Share by
Developing
wholesale
products
tailored to
the private
sector and
target
segments

Strategic
initiatives

Develop a dedicated
lending partnership

Strategy

Strategy
Dept/OPS
/Risk

Adopt Alternative
Collateral channels
for AFC Products

OPS

Develop asset backed
products that
aggregate agriculture
loans from the private
sector, to be sold on
to raise capital

Strategy
Dept/OPS

Strategy
Dept /OPS

Develop credit
guarantee products

Develop Insurance /
bancassurance
products and partner
with
reinsurers/insurance
companies

Strategy

1.No. of
partnership

No. of
Alternative
Collateral
Products

Reviewe
d Credit
Policy to
Include
Alternati
ve
Collater
al
One
establis

1. Number of
partnerships
with Insurance
Companies
2. Number of
Insurance /
Bancasurance
products
developed and
rolled out

No. of asset
backed loans
disbursed

1. No. of Credit
guarantee
developed.
2. No. of
agreements
signed with
PFIs.

1. No. of CGSs
partnerships
established for
capacity
building
2. Operational
Credit
Guarantee unit

One
product
and two
partners
hips
with
Insuranc
e
compani
es.

Inclusio
n of
Asset
backed
securitie
s in AFC
Credit
Policy

Two
credit
guarant
ee
facilities

Four
Partners
hips for
credit
guarant
ee
capacity
building

Lead
Estimate Expected Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)
Department Cost/
Output
/ Unit
(Ksh M)

Explore partnerships
to build credit
guarantee capability

Major Deliverables

2018
2019
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2
Q3

Q4

2020
Q1 Q2
Q3

Q4

2021
Q1 Q2

Implementation Timelines

Impact: Commercialization of smallholder producers and rural agribusinesses, increased employment and poverty reduction through improved incomes.

Outcome: Increased access to and use of financial services by the rural poor and smallholder agripreneurs

Objective 3: Develop a wholesale lending model to de-risk and catalyze private sector agriculture financing.

Measure the Impact
of financial Inclusion
initiatives

target
segment.

Q3 Q4

Q3

Q4
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rolled out

4.1

Amend AFC
Act

Strategic
initiatives

Amend Section
include among others;
the ability to offer
reinsurance products,
removal of borrowing

Major Deliverables

Legal

Amended 1.Ammended AFC
AFC Act Act

Lead
Estimate Expected Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)
Department Cost/
Output
/ Unit
(Ksh M)

Impact: Increased agriculture contribution to GDP (as a result of increased productivity)

Outcome: Strengthened, diversified and sustainable funding for the corporation.

Q2

Q2

2019
Q3 Q4 Q1

2018

Q3

Objective: Diversify funding sources to ensure organization sustainability and reduce single source funding dependencies

Q4

Q1

Q2

2020
Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

2021

Implementation Timelines
Q3 Q4

Reviewe
Outcome: Increased access to and use of financial services by the rural poor
and smallholder agripreneurs
d Credit
Impact: Commercialization of smallholder producers and rural agribusinesses,
increased employment and poverty reduction through improved incomes.
Policy to No. of
Adopt Alternative
Strategy
Alternative
Performance
Strategic
Major Deliverables
Lead
Estimate Expected
Include Key
Collateral channels
Dept/OPS
initiatives
Department Cost/
Output
Collateral(KPI)
Alternati Indicators
Implementation Timelines
for AFC Products
/Risk
/ Unit
(Ksh M)
ve
Products
2018
2019
2020
2021
Collater
al
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
3.2
Formulate
Four
3.1
Increase
Explore partnerships
Strategy
One
Develop
a dedicated
1.1.No.
No. of CGSs
Strategy
partnerships
AFCs Market
to build credit
Partners
establis
partnership
lending
partnership
partnerships
with
the
Share by
guarantee capability
Dept
hed for
hips
desk/unit for
desk and appoint a
established
private
Developing
partners
/OPS/HR
credit
established
partnership manager
capacity
sector
wholesale
hip desk
guarant
building
products
One
2. Operational
ee
tailored to
Strategy
Project
Establish project
1.No. of a
Credit
the private
capacity
Finance
finance desk in
project finance
Dept
Guarantee
unit
sector and
building
Desk
partnership with a
desk
/OPS/HR
target
establis
bank
Develop credit
Strategy
1.established
No. of Credit
segments
Two
hed
guarantee products
Dept /OPS
guarantee
credit
1).
developed.
guarant
Establishment
2.
No. of
of a wholesale
agreements
ee
lendingwith
facilities signed
Deploy wholesale
coordination
Three
PFIs.
products to SACCOs,
desk
wholesa
MFIs, banks,
Strategy
2). No. of
le
insurance companies,
Dept
wholesale
product
large agro-processors /OPS/HR
products
s rolled
and agro-dealers and
developed &
out
Ag-FinTechs
rolled out.
3). % of
Portfolio in
wholesale
lending.
Measure impact &
Impact
1). No. of
profitability of
BDD/OPS/
Asseme
evaluations
wholesale lending
HR
nt
conducted
model
Report
Total Cost Obj 3
Ksh

Strategy
Dept/OPS
Strategy

target
partners Companies
2. segment.
Number of
hips
One
withImpact Insurance
1. No. of /impact
Assement
reviews
Insuranc Bancasurance
Dept
conducted
e
Report,
products
compani developed and
Total Cost Obj. 2
Ksh
Objective 3: Develop a wholesale lending model to de-risk and catalyzees.
private sector agriculture financing.

bancassurance
products and partner
Measure the Impact
with
of financial Inclusion
reinsurers/insurance
initiatives
companies

Q4

Q2

Q3

Q4
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BDD/OPS/
HR
Ksh

Asseme
nt
Report
evaluations
conducted

Finance

MD’s
Office,
Finance
Finance

Obtain Treasury’s
guarantee to issue
bonds

Hire blended finance
expert

MDs
Office /
Finance

MDs
Office /
Finance

MDs
Office /
Finance/
Strategy

MDs
Office /
Finance/
Strategy

Legal

Ksh

One
partnersh
ip
funding
desk
Four
funding
partnersh
ips by
2022
Kshs. 19.2
billion
raised
from
partners
Kshs. 2.3
Raised
from the
Governm
ent
Agreeme
nt
betweenAFC
National
Treasury,
CMA and
CBK
One
Treasury
Guarante
e
One
blended
Finance
expert
hired
1. Number
Blended finance
experts hired

1. Number of
guarantees
obtained

1. Number of
MoUs signed
2. Debt issuing
capability
established

% Growth In
Portfolio

% Growth In
Portfolio

No. of funding
partnerships
established

1. Established
Partnership
desk/unit

Amended 1.Ammended AFC
AFC Act Act

Lead
Estimate Expected Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)
Department Cost/
Output
/ Unit
(Ksh M)

Partner with the
National Treasury,
Capital Markets
Authority and Central
Bank of Kenya to be
able to build debt
issuing capability

Raise Equity from
Government
Amounting to Kshs.
2.3 billion

Amend Section
include among others;
the ability to offer
reinsurance products,
removal of borrowing
restriction and
change of the
Corporation’s name
Establish dedicated
funding partnership
desk to identify and
source potential
funders
Enter/ Explore
partnerships with
investment partners
and multilateral
institutions
Raise Kshs. 9.2 billion
in Debt by Year 2 and
a further 10 billion
between year 3 & 4

Major Deliverables

Q2

2019

Q3 Q4 Q1

2018
Q2

Outcome: Efficient, effective and visible institution with a sustainable business model

Objective 5 : Optimize the business model and accordingly enhanceoperational efficiencies to realize cost savings

Total Cost Obj 4

Issue
commercial
and green
bonds

Formulate
Partnerships
with funders
(donors/DFIs
)

4.2

4.3

Amend AFC
Act

4.1

Strategic
initiatives

Impact: Increased agriculture contribution to GDP (as a result of increased productivity)

Outcome: Strengthened, diversified and sustainable funding for the corporation.

Q3

Objective: Diversify funding sources to ensure organization sustainability and reduce single source funding dependencies

Total Cost Obj 3

profitability of
wholesale lending
model

Q4

Q1

Q2

2020
Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

2021

Implementation Timelines
Q3 Q4

Q3

Q4
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Finance

Ksh

One
blended
Finance
expert
hired
1. Number
Blended finance
experts hired

Optimize the
business
model

Reduce
overheads
for increased
efficiency

Increase

5.1

5.2

5.3

Strategic
initiatives

Carry out BPR, and

ICT/OPS/

Finance &
Investmen
ts
HR

Increase Efficiency in
Asset Utilization

Rationalization of
branches to unlock
cost efficiencies

HR

Loan
Recoverie
s:
OPS,Risk
Strategy
Risk

OPS

OPS

OPS

OPS/Finan
ce

Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)

1. % of NPLs - at
most 10% by
2022

1. Annual
increase of
wholesale
lending by 16%

0% leakage fees
on loans by
2022

1. No. of
additional nonlending revenue
streams initiated

Updated
Risk
Register
One
Human
Capital
audit
report
Improved
ROA on
Baseline
One
Rationaliz
ation
report

Branch
Rationalization
Report.

% Increase in
Profitability

Human Capital
Audit report
prepared (with
clear actions.)

Level of Risk
Rating

ISO
9001:2015 Certification
Certificati
on

Reduced
NPLs to
10%

65% of
loan
book
being
wholesal
e

Reduced
leakage
fees by
100%

Two nonlendingre
venue
streams
establish
ed

Reviewed
1. Revised
Interest
interest rates
rates

Lead
Estimate Expected
Department Cost/
Output
/ Unit
(Ksh M)

Conduct a human
capital audit and
develop
rationalisation plan

Enhance recoveries
and reduce NPLs to
increase size of the
revolving fund
Implement a Risk
Management
Framework

Reduce fee leakage:
collect loan fees on
application and
review all product
fees
Rebalance loan book
to be primarily a
wholesale book

Review loan interest
rates to be informed
by or guided by
market lending rates
Explore launching
non-financial services
for additional revenue
streams

Major Deliverables

Impact: Improved Return on Investment for shareholders,

Outcome: Efficient, effective and visible institution with a sustainable business model

Q2

2018
Q3 Q4 Q1

Objective 5 : Optimize the business model and accordingly enhanceoperational efficiencies to realize cost savings

Total Cost Obj 4

Hire blended finance
expert

2019
Q2 Q3
Q4

Q1

2020
Q2 Q3
Q4

Q1

2021
Q2 Q3 Q4

Implementation Timelines
Q1

Q4
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Increase
automation
across the
organization

Enhance
organizationa
l capabilities

5.3

5.4

OPS

HR:

Review each

HR

HR

OPS

ICT/OPS/
Audit/Stra
tegy/MDs
Office

Finance &
Investmen
ts
HR

Restructure debt
management system

Head of Direct
Lending
Separate operations,
recoveries and
lending as different
functional units

Head of Wholesale
Products

Head of Treasury
operations

Restructuring the
AFCs organizational
structure by hiring;

Carry out BPR, and
automate where
possible relevant
processes to Include,
Loan Origination,Debt
Management System,
Audit System,
Customer
Management System
& Call Centre and
Data Management
System
Reduce loan approval
times through the use
of digital credit
scoring

Rationalization of
branches to unlock
cost efficiencies

Increase Efficiency in
Asset Utilization

1. Reduction of
loan approval
time by half.

1. Number of
completed BPR
Audits.
3. Number of
automated
processes

One

Policy
decision
on the
units'
separatio
n
Restructur
ed debt
managem
ent
system

1. Departments’
performance

1. Debt
restructuring
report

1. Separate
functional
units/departme
nts

1. Hired Head of
Treasury
Reviewed Management,
Head of
Organo
Wholesale
gram
Products&Head
of Direct
Lending

Reduced
Loan
Approval
Times by
50%

One BPR
Audit
Report
with clear
actions

Improved
% Increase in
ROA on
Profitability
Baseline
One
Branch
Rationaliz
Rationalization
ation
Report.
report
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Finance

Ksh

One
blended
Finance
expert
hired
1. Number
Blended finance
experts hired

Rebranding
AFC

5.5

wholesale book

Rebrand
theleakage:
Reduce fee
organization
in line
collect loan fees
on
with
the
new
business
application and
model
strategic
review and
all product
direction
fees
Operationalize
Rebalance loanbrand
book
pillars
to be primarily a

department's
Review loan interest
performance
against
rates
to be informed
targets
by
or guided by
market lending rates
Explore launching
non-financial services
for additional revenue
Conduct training for
streams
technical staff

Major Deliverables

Corporate
OPS
Comm.

Corporate
OPS
Comm.

OPS

Strategy
OPS/Finan
ce

1. Date of rolling
out and
1. Annual
sustenance of
increase of
brand identity
wholesale
Internal brand
lending by 16%
engagement

0%
leakage
1. Launch
of fees
the
on
loans
by
brand
strategy.
2022

1. No. of
additional non1. Number
of
lending
revenue
trainings
carried
streams initiated
out

review reports.
2.
Automated
1. Revised
performance
interest rates
management
system

Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)

6.2

5.2

6.1

Regulatory
requirements
including CMA
Act, CBK

Enhanced
compliance to
standards, ISO
9001:2015,
Reduce
AADFI-PSGRS,
BASEL III,

Strategy
Dept

Respective
department
s

Monitoring and
reporting compliance

Mapping AFC
Operations to
regulatory
requirements

MD's office

HR

Legal Dept

Assigning compliance
framework to the
functional Units

Mapping AFC
Operations to
Statutory
environment
Conduct a human

and reduce
NPLs to
Outcome: Bankable Institution
to External
PartnersRecoverie
and Credit Providers

Report
Updated
on
Risk
Statutor
Register
y Gaps
One
Impleme
ntation
Framew
ork
Monitori
ng
Reports
Statutor
y
Require
ment
Report

No of reports

No of reports

Implementatio
n report

Human Capital

No of reports

Level of Risk
Rating

Reduced 1. % of NPLs - at
most 10% by
NPLs to
s:
increase size of the
10%Impact 2022
Impact: Enhanced Credit portfolio, Improved Quality of assets and Increased
revolving fund
OPS,Risk
Key Performance
Strategic
Major
Deliverables
Lead
Estimate Expected
Implement
a Risk
Strategy
ISO
(KPI)
initiatives
Department
/ Cost/
Output
Management
Risk
9001:2015Indicators
Certification
Unit
(Ksh M) Certificati
Framework
on

65% of
loan
Operatio
book
nal Brand
being
Pillars
wholesal
e

Reduced
New
leakage
Corporati
fees
by
on
Brand
100%

Corporati
Reviewed
on
Interest
Departme
rates
nt's
performan
Two
nonce
review
lendingre
reports
venue
streams
Annual
establish
Training
ed

Lead
Estimate Expected
Department Cost/
Output
/ Unit
(Ksh M)

Objective 6 : Enhance Governance
& management
framework
Enhance recoveries
Loan

Optimize the
business
model

5.1

Strategic
initiatives

Impact: Improved Return on Investment for shareholders,

Outcome: Efficient, effective and visible institution with a sustainable business model

Q2

Q2

2018
Q3 Q4 Q1

2018
Q3 Q4 Q1

Objective 5 : Optimize the business model and accordingly enhanceoperational efficiencies to realize cost savings

Total Cost Obj 4

Hire blended finance
expert

2019
Q2 Q3

2019
Q2 Q3

Q4

Q4

2020
Q2 Q3
Q4

Q1

2021
Q2 Q3 Q4

Q1

2020
Q2 Q3

Q4

Q1

2021
Q2 Q3 Q4

Implementation Timelines

Q1

Implementation Timelines

Q1

Q1

Q4

Q4
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Ensure AFC is
rated by and
independent
international
rating agency.

Enhanced
compliance to
standards; ISO
9001:2015,
AADFI-PSGRS,
BASEL III,

Strategy
Dept
MD's office
Respective
department
s

Internal Assessment

Rating

Implementing
corrective actions and
Improvements

Strategy
Dept

Respective
department
s

Implementing
improvement and
corrective actions

Engaging the rating
agencies

Strategy
Dept

Respective
department
s

Monitoring and
reporting compliance

Monitoring and
reporting compliance

MD's office

Establishing
frameworks for
compliance and
assigning compliance
framework to the
functional Units

Respective
department
s

Monitoring and
reporting compliance

Strategy
Dept

MD's office

Assigning compliance
framework to the
functional Units

Mapping AFC
Operations to
regulatory
requirements

Legal Dept

Require
ments
for
Rating
Assesm
ent
Report
Rating
Report
Impleme
ntation
Reports

Impleme
ntation
Reports

Monitori
ng
Reports

Monitori
ng
Reports

Impleme
ntation
Framew
ork

Report
on
Statutor
y Gaps
Impleme
ntation
Framew
ork
Monitori
ng
Reports
Statutor
y
Require
ment
Report

No of reports

No of reports

No of reports

Rating Matrix

No of reports

No of reports

No of reports

Implementatio
n report

No of reports

No of reports

Implementatio
n report

No of reports

Lead
Estimate Expected Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)
Department / Cost/
Output
Unit
(Ksh M)

Mapping AFC
Operations to
Statutory
environment

Major Deliverables

Internal brand
engagement

Q2

2018
Q3 Q4 Q1

2019
Q2 Q3
Q4

Q1

2020
Q2 Q3
Q4

Q1

2021
Q2 Q3 Q4

Implementation Timelines

Green
Indicates
targeted
actual
implementationquarter.
quarter.BrownBrown-Indicates
Indicatesexistence
existenceofofpreceding
precedingactivities
activities prior
prior to
to implementation
implementation
NB:NB:
Green
Indicates
thethe
targeted
actual
implementation

6.4

6.3

Regulatory
requirements
including CMA
Act, CBK
Prudential
Guidelines,
Regulation by
Kenya National
Audit Office

6.2

(KENAO), IFRS
9 and other
Acts

Enhanced
compliance to
standards, ISO
9001:2015,
AADFI-PSGRS,
BASEL III,

6.1

Strategic
initiatives

Impact: Enhanced Credit portfolio, Improved Quality of assets and Increased Impact

Outcome: Bankable Institution to External Partners and Credit Providers

Objective 6 : Enhance Governance & management framework

sustenance of

nal Brand
brand identity
Pillars

Q1

Q4
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CHAPTER FOUR: IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGIC PLAN
4.7 FINANCIAL RESOURCES
This section provides the budgetary estimates for the implementation of the 2018-2022 Strategic Plan through a
financial modeling perspective.
During the plan period, the Corporation anticipates to undertake the following financial objectives;
i. Re-balance the portfolio from a predominantly retail/direct lending approach to one where critical lending
is done through FSP with built capacity. The portfolio represented by FSPs will gradually move from 5% to
65% in the next four years;
ii.

The cost structure of the Corporation will incorporate efficiencies most of which will emanate from a
rationalized staffing structure and increased recovery. In this respect, it is anticipated that a 10% reduction
in staff costs will be realized in the 2nd year of the plan. The benefits of this rationalization are to be carried
forward during the life of the plan.

iii. In developing the financial model for the Corporation,the current portfolio was considered. In addition
debts from external sources were factored in. The spread between the borrowing rate and lending rates
were considered in coming up with the anticipated incomes. The breakdown of these debts is as shown
below;
a) AFDB – Kshs. 2.2 billion borrowed at 1% p.a. and lent out at 10% with a spread of 9% over a term of 30
years
b) Development Bank of Belarus (Mechanization) – Kshs. 10 billion borrowed at 7% p.a. and lent out at 10%
with a spread of 3% over a term of 7 years
c) Government of Kenya funding at Kshs. 500 million annually for the next five (5) years
d) Specialized debt funds of Kshs. 20 billion (SMEs & CGS funding, SFR Financing, Reinsurance & Special
purpose funds)
iv. All the current cost drivers and revenue streams were considered in the development of the financial model
v. Projections and estimates of best fit (Growth Rates) were determined for the period 2010 – 2018 to predict
the future levels of incomes and expenses of the Corporation. The average annual growth rates for the
various items were;
a) Assets			7.9%
b) Profits Before Taxes
19.98%
c) Profits After Taxes		
21.39%
d) Incomes 			
13.51%, and
e) Expenses			12.89%
vi. The realization of the proposed model is dependent upon the Corporation realizing funding from the
expected sources, funding from the government of Kenya, rationalization of costs and adoption of the new
business model
vii. The model highlights two bottom line positions
a) Current position without significant change to AFC operations
b) Position with significant strategic shift in operations
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e) Expenses
12.89%
2018
2022
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FINANCE
CORPORATION
STRATEGIC
PLAN realizing
The realization
of the proposed
model
is dependent upon
the Corporation
funding from the expected sources, funding from the Government of Kenya,
rationalization of costs and adoption of the new business model
The model highlights two bottom line positions
a) Current position without significant change to AFC operations
b) Position with significant strategic shift in operations

Table 14:
12: AFC
AFC Financial
Financial Model
Model 2018-2022
2018-2022
Business Model; Whosesale: Retail;
Revenues
Interest Income
Non Interest Income

Whole Sale Products
Interest Income
Non Interest Income

Retail Products

Interest Incomes
Non Interest Incomes

Other Operating Incomes
Incomes from NPLs

5:95
1,675,322.00

10:90
1,901,718.60

25:75
2,158,709.57

45:55
2,450,429.32

65:35
2,781,570.95

42,624.60
13,685.35

96,769.45
46,726.95

274,616.26
165,875.79

561,108.33
389,831.29

920,016.30
701,685.16

809,867.40
260,021.65

870,925.05
420,542.59

823,848.78
497,627.38

685,799.07
476,460.47

495,393.39
377,830.47

852,492.00
822,830.00

967,694.50
934,024.10

1,098,465.04
1,060,244.54

1,246,907.39
1,203,521.92

1,415,409.69
1,366,161.27

549,123.00

466,754.55

396,741.37

337,230.16

286,645.64

Total Incomes - Current Sources

1,675,322.00

1,901,718.60

2,158,709.57

2,450,429.32

2,781,570.95

Proposed Income Streams
Incomes From Other Financial Products/Partnerships

FY 2018/19

FY 2019/20

FY 2020/21

FY 2021/22

FY 2022/23

Research Data & Consultancies

Incomes From Debt

Youth, Women & Inclusivity Schemes
Mechanization Schemes
SFR Related Schemes
SMEs, Agro Processors Insurance & Credit Guarantee Schemes

Total Incomes - Debt & Consultancy Sources
Operating Expenses

Staff Cost
Board Expenses
Administration Costs
Depreciation & Amortisation
Charge for Doubtful Debts

Total Operating Expenses
Profits/(Loss) from Current Streams
Profits/(Loss) from Current & Projected Streams

6,630.74

6,930.66

7,244.14

7,571.80

7,914.28

85,917.96
109,917.21

85,917.96
109,917.21

85,917.96
109,917.21

85,917.96
109,917.21

85,917.96
109,917.21

156,242.88

156,242.88

156,242.88

156,242.88

156,242.88

514,951.67

515,251.59

515,565.07

515,892.72

516,235.20

(752,198.00)
(21,109.00)
(274,992.00)
(142,187.00)
(208,787.00)

(764,254.84)
(23,830.39)
(310,444.22)
(160,517.88)
(235,704.01)

(862,783.27)
(26,902.63)
(350,466.97)
(181,211.99)
(266,091.18)

(974,014.08)
(30,370.94)
(395,649.49)
(204,574.00)
(300,395.90)

156,242.88

156,242.88

156,242.88

156,242.88

156,242.88

(1,099,584.86)
(34,286.39)
(446,656.98)
(230,947.87)
(339,123.22)

(1,399,273.00) (1,579,668.55) (1,783,320.85) (2,013,228.20) (2,272,775.41)
276,049.00
322,050.05
375,388.72
437,201.12
508,795.55
797,631.41
844,232.30
898,197.92
960,665.64 1,032,945.03

4.8 RISK ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS
The implementation of the 2018-2022 Strategic Plan faces a number of risks that stand to
impede its success. Risks that can be identified are listed below:
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CHAPTER FOUR: IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGIC PLAN
4.8 RISK ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS
The implementation of the 2018-2022 Strategic Plan faces a number of risks that stand to impede its success. Risks
that can be identified are listed in the table below:
Table
15:12:
Implementation
Risksrisks
Table
Implementation
Risk

Suggested mitigation

Likelihood

Impact

Failure to secure additional funding beyond
the annual Government grants: This would
curtail the AFC’s ability to launch majority of
the new wholesale products. For even the
products that would launch, their impact would
be limited.

AFC will need to be clear and consistent on the messaging of
the new transformational business model when lobbying to
relevant stakeholders - particularly the National Treasury.
This will require the emphasis on supporting the Big Four
Agenda, supporting the broader agriculture credit industry to
grow, while focusing direct lending towards the unserved
and underserved segments (i.e. women and youth)

Medium

High

There is further a need to drive costs cutting measures and
increase efficiency within the organization. This will ensure
efficient use of whatever monies AFC has access to, but will
further confirm AFC’s commitment to have significant and
lasting impact in Agriculture. This will raise funding partners’
willingness to support the new Strategic Plan.
Failure to get political buy in: Banks are
widely perceived as being focused solely on
their own enrichment, with little or no concern
for the average Kenyan. It is therefore likely to
expect significant push back on any initiative
that seeks to support them in any way. AFC
therefore runs the risk of getting its new
Strategic Plan dismissed or not fully endorsed

There is a need to provide clear messaging that the Strategic
Plan seeks to support all FSPs lending to agriculture. It will
require consistent description of the type of impact the FSPs
have had to date (number of farmers reached and loan
amounts disbursed), and the numerous market failures they
face preventing further growth. AFC’s new transformational
role should be clearly emphasized around supporting the
industry to further grow.

Medium

High

Failure to adopt the new business model: In
addition to the other risks listed, the new
business model requires AFC to make difficult
and drastic changes that affect both internal
staff and traditional customers. AFC runs the
risk of not fully taking up all the
recommendations of the new Strategic Plan,
and continuing its existing operations. This
further risk of perpetuating limited impact in
the market, continued high default rates to
their direct lending and the continued financial
decline of the organization.

AFC management and board will need full buy in into the
Strategic Plan and support the business model changes
required. They will further need to maximize on the Big Four
Agenda to ensure further Government support is availed as
and when possible. The Strategic Plan will need to be
consistently communicated across the organization to
ensure effective change management in the organization.

Low

High

Difficulty establishing the required
Government partnerships: This can result
Improving
Agriculture,orImproving
Lives
from failed
past partnerships
other agencies
desire to protect their mandate from diversion.
This will frustrate efforts for AFC to champion

A close working relationship with the Ministry of Agriculture
and Irrigation is required to ensure their buy in. Furthermore,
AFC’s careful tracking of other Agencies’ initiatives will be
crucial to not only identify strategic areas for partnerships,
but to back any argument AFC propose with data points

Medium

High
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Failure to adopt the new business model: In
AFC management and board will need full buy in into the
Strategic Plan and support the business model changes
addition to the other risks listed, the new
required. They will further need to maximize on the Big Four
business model requires AFC to make difficult
Agenda to ensure further Government support is availed as
and drastic changes that affect both internal
and when possible. The Strategic Plan will need to be
staff and traditional customers. AFC runs the
risk of not fully taking up all the
consistently communicated across the organization to
recommendations of the new Strategic Plan,
ensure effective change management in the organization.
and continuing
its existing operations.
This
Table
12:
Implementation
Risks
(Continued)
Table 12: Implementation risks
further risk of perpetuating limited impact in
the market, continuedRisk
high default rates to
Suggested mitigation
their direct lending and the continued financial
decline of the organization.

2018
2022
Low

High

Likelihood

Impact

Medium
Medium

High
High

Low

Med

There is a need to provide clear messaging that the Strategic
Plan seeks to support all FSPs lending to agriculture. It will
A clear understanding of the roles will be required in order to
require consistent description of the type of impact the FSPs
ensure that the prerequisite skills and experience are
have had to date (number of farmers reached and loan
identified and sought directly for. AFC should not settle for
amounts disbursed), and the numerous market failures they
any candidate that does not meet the requirements.
face preventing further growth. AFC’s new transformational
AFC will further need to convince prospective candidates of
role should be clearly emphasized around supporting the
the organization's commitment to follow through on the
industry to further grow.
Strategic Plan through messaging and action to ensure they
are motivated to join and deliver on the strategic objectives

Medium

High

Low

Low

Failure to adopt the new business model: In
addition to the other risks listed, the new
business model requires AFC to make difficult
and drastic changes that affect both internal
staff and traditional customers. AFC runs the
risk of not fully taking up all the
recommendations of the new Strategic Plan,
and continuing its existing operations. This
further risk of perpetuating limited impact in
the market, continued high default rates to
their direct lending and the continued financial
decline of the organization.

AFC management and board will need full buy in into the
Strategic Plan and support the business model changes
required. They will further need to maximize on the Big Four
Agenda to ensure further Government support is availed as
and when possible. The Strategic Plan will need to be
consistently communicated across the organization to
ensure effective change management in the organization.

Low

High

Difficulty establishing the required
Government partnerships: This can result
from failed past partnerships or other agencies
desire to protect their mandate from diversion.
This will frustrate efforts for AFC to champion
the Big Four Agenda, and realizing increased
efficiency in the Government’s efforts around
Agriculture.

A close working relationship with the Ministry of Agriculture
and Irrigation is required to ensure their buy in. Furthermore,
AFC’s careful tracking of other Agencies’ initiatives will be
crucial to not only identify strategic areas for partnerships,
but to back any argument AFC propose with data points

Medium

High

Unable to get the legal framework to be
amended: This runs the risk of limiting the
amount that AFC can borrow (though
ultimately remains tied to National Treasury)

Deliberate lobby of influential stakeholders identified above.
Low
Med
It will require clear buy in into the Strategic Plan requiring
Improving Agriculture, Improving Lives
AFC to carefully take them through the rationale and
analysis that went into its development

Failure to secure additional funding beyond
Difficulty establishing the required
the annual Government grants: This would
Government partnerships: This can result
curtail the AFC’s ability to launch majority of
from failed past partnerships or other agencies
the new wholesale products. For even the
desire to protect their mandate from diversion.
products that would launch, their impact would
This will frustrate efforts for AFC to champion
be limited.
the Big Four Agenda, and realizing increased
efficiency in the Government’s efforts around
Agriculture.
Unable to get the legal framework to be
amended: This runs the risk of limiting the
amount that AFC can borrow (though
ultimately remains tied to National Treasury)
and the ability to launch reinsurance products.
Failure to get political buy in: Banks are
widely perceived as being focused solely on
Unable to attract the skills required: Should
their own enrichment, with little or no concern
AFC not be able to attract the required skill
for the average Kenyan. It is therefore likely to
levels in particular roles such as blended
expect significant push back on any initiative
finance, reinsurance and wholesale product
that seeks to support them in any way. AFC
experts it will affect the ability to implement
therefore runs the risk of getting its new
said products and its credibility.
Strategic Plan dismissed or not fully endorsed

AFC will need to be clear and consistent on the messaging of
A close working relationship with the Ministry of Agriculture
the new transformational business model when lobbying to
and Irrigation is required to ensure their buy in. Furthermore,
relevant stakeholders - particularly the National Treasury.
AFC’s careful tracking of other Agencies’ initiatives will be
This will require the emphasis on supporting the Big Four
crucial to not only identify strategic areas for partnerships,
Agenda, supporting the broader agriculture credit industry to
but to back any argument AFC propose with data points
grow, while focusing direct lending towards the unserved
and underserved segments (i.e. women and youth)
There is further a need to drive costs cutting measures and
increase efficiency within the organization. This will ensure
Deliberate
lobby
of influential
stakeholders
identified
above.
efficient use
of whatever
monies
AFC has access
to, but
will
It
will require
clear
buycommitment
in into the Strategic
Plan requiring
further
confirm
AFC’s
to have significant
and
AFC
to impact
carefully
them through
the
rationale
and
lasting
intake
Agriculture.
This will
raise
funding
partners’
analysis
thattowent
intothe
its development
willingness
support
new Strategic Plan.
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CHAPTER FIVE: MONITORING, EVALUATION AND REPORTING
5.1 OVERVIEW
This chapter presents the implementation, Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) system for the AFC Strategic Plan
2018-2022. The commitment and consistency of the Board of Directors, Management and staff will determine the
success of implementation of this strategic plan.
To ensure ownership and ease of implementation, the Corporation will ensure involvement of all staff and
implementation will be mainstreamed to all levels. This will therefore require a comprehensive and carefully
implemented monitoring and evaluation framework.
The Logical Framework (logframe) approach will be used to monitor and evaluate the implementation of this
Strategic Plan. This will ensure easy tracking of the implementation and achievements of the laid out objectives
and strategic initiatives. The logframe approach will ensure proper identification of the expected links as well as
risks which might hinder the attainment of the targets in the following results chain: inputs, processes, outputs,
outcomes, and impact.
5.2 MONITORING AND EVALUATION MECHANISMS
The following M&E mechanisms will be used during the implementation of the Strategic Plan:
5.2.1 Annual work plans and performance contracts:
All departments, division and units will develop their respective annual work plans based on the Strategic Plan
Implementation plans with clearly defined indicators with specific implementation timelines.
Annually, the Board of Directors will prepare Performance Contract (PC) with the relevant ministry and which
will be linked to this strategic plan. The plan will be cascaded to the management team and then to all unit heads
and their respective staff. The PC annual targets will be monitored and reported periodically and in line with the
performance contract arrangements.
5.2.2 Annual strategic plan supervision
AFC will carry out supervision of the overall Strategic Plan’s implementation and prepare annual reports
accordingly. Findings from the supervision missions will be followed up with appropriate actions to ensure
targeted objectives are achieved by addressing any challenges that may be identified. The lesson learnt during
the annual supervision missions will in turn inform the mid-term and end-term reviews.
5.2.3 Periodic surveys and field visits.
Service delivery surveys and field visits will be conducted periodically to assess the effectiveness and quality of
service delivery and the level of awareness and implementation of key deliverables. The findings will be used to
inform appropriate actions in the Corporation.
5.2.4 Mid term review
The AFC Board of Directors and Management will organize a mid-term review meeting with key stakeholders at
the mid-implementation period to assess the level of implementation of the strategic plan. The objective of the
mid-term review will be to gather findings on successes and challenges of the implementation so as to inform
the management on the need for any changes in the implementation for the remaining period.
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5.2.5 Quality Management Systems (ISO Certification)
AFC has been certified in the ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System (QMS). AFC has committed to maintaining
the QMS requirements in its operations so as to uphold its competitiveness in the market. The external and internal
QMS system audits will be used to monitor and inform management of the progress and challenges experienced
during the implementation.
5.2.6 Program/Project review
AFC will undertake periodic program/project implementation reports during the Strategic Plan Period. The
objective will be to gather information on program and projects progress to inform the need for replication of
success factors and putting in place mechanisms to address the challenges encountered.
5.2.7 End-term review
AFC, through guidance of an external expert will undertake an end-term review so to undertake an in-depth
analysis of the implementation results that will inform the development of the subsequent Strategic Planning
period.
An external expert will be sourced to provide an unbiased and thorough review so as to ensure that the Corporation
remains a premier financial institution of choice in the country.
5.3 REPORTING AND LEARNING
AFC recognizes importance of reporting the implementation progress and adjusting strategic directions and
initiatives and measuring performance. AFC will develop quarterly monitoring and evaluation reports detailing in
summary form the projected targets, achievements, enabling factors and challenges experienced. Lessons learnt
will enable the Corporation’s management institute appropriate measures to address experienced challenges. (See
Annex 4)
5.4 IMPLEMENTATION AND COORDINATION
5.4.1 Strategic Plan Implementation Framework (IF)
To operationalize the strategic plan, AFC has developed an Implementation Framework (IF) covering the Strategy
Plan period.
The main activities in the implementationand coordination will include:
1)
Setting up a Strategic Plan implementation committee;
2)
Sensitizing staff on their roles in the implementation of the strategy;
3)
Assigning and communicating roles and responsibilities to different players;
4)
Allocating resources to various activities identified in the Plan;
5)
Communicating the Plan to various stakeholders;
6)
Preparing annual work plans;
7)
Monitoring and evaluating the implementation process; and
8)
Conducting a post-implementation review and sharing the results with relevant stakeholders.
5.4.2 Implementation Committee for the AFC Strategic Plan 2018-2022
The AFC Managing Director will establish a strategic plan implementation committee headed by the department
responsible for strategy.
The committee will guide the Corporation in prioritizing the strategic objectives and initiatives identified in the
Strategic Plan; identifying major strategic activities that that link to vision and mission; and to development and
coordinate implementation of efficient and effective activities for the corporation.
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ANNEXURES
1.1.

ANNEX 1 - LIST OF STAKEHOLDERS CONSULTED

Annex
Listofofstakeholders
stakeholders
Table
13:1:List
Stakeholder

Category

Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries

Regulator

National Treasury

Regulator

Central Bank of Kenya (CBK)

Regulator

Agriculture and Food Authority

Regulator

African Development Bank

Development Finance Institution

World Bank

Development Finance Institution

FSD Kenya

Development Finance Institution

AGRA

Donor

APA Insurance

Insurance firm

African Reinsurance Corporation (Africa Re)

Reinsurance firm

Cooperative Bank of Kenya

Commercial Bank

Equity Bank

Commercial Bank

Safaricom

FinTech

Farm Drive

FinTech

Kenya Livestock Producers Association (KLPA)

Farmers association

East African Federation of Farmers

Farmers association

SNV

Implementers

One Acre Fund

Implementers

Advisor of policy

Industry expert

1.2.

ANNEX 2 - SECURED FUNDING

Annex
Secured
funding
sources
Table
30:2:
Secured
funding
sources
Funding Source

4 year Funding,
KES billion

Related Initiative

National Treasury transfers

2.3

Operational- assumed continued transfers of KES
500 m per year

AFDB facilities

2.2

i. Credit facilities
ii. Risk sharing & Financing mechanism

Potential Agricultural Mechanization
Programme funded by India Exim

7

Available capital for any of the recommended
initiatives (KES 10 billion with 30% pay back)

AFC Funds

3.2

Amount revolved annually from current KES 7.0 b
loan portfolio

Total

14.7

AFC:|61
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ANNEX 4: MONITORING AND EVALUATION REPORTING FRAMEWORK

1.4. ANNEX 4: MONITORING AND EVALUATION REPORTING FRAMEWORK
Strategic
Objective

Strategic
Initiative

Outcome

S/Objective 1

S/Objective 2
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Key
Performance
Indicator

Baseline

Target

Achievement
s

Variance

Comments

AGRICULTURAL FINANCE CORPORATION

Physical Address: Development House, Moi Avenue, Nairobi
P.O Box 30367-00100 Nairobi - Kenya
Tel +254-020-3272000/317199
Fax: +254 2219390
Email:info@agrifinance.org
www.agrifinance.org

